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Abstract
This thesis explores the concept of building blocks in the context of structural de-sign within the Architecture, Engineering, And Construction (AEC) industry. Thebuilding block concept, developed by the Common prOject Delivery platform(CODA) team, refers to the pieces of design knowledge from previous projects inthe form of digital files that can be assembled and reused in future structural bridgeprojects. These building blocks consist of multiple types of file: codes and stand-ards, drawings, calculation reports, templates, tools, scripts, etc. The goal of thebuilding block is to utilize the accumulated knowledge created by structural designengineers to increase productivity and design quality. With that in mind, the aimsand objectives of the thesis include establishing the foundational theories of thebuilding block concept in the knowledge management field, understanding theknowledge involved in the structural design process, developing a conceptualframework, and creating a proof-of-concept system.
Literature in knowledge base development and knowledge reuse in the context ofengineering design showed that reusing design knowledge requires not only theknowledge content but also the context surrounding the knowledge. In other words,engineering knowledge is context-dependent and it would have no value withoutthe context. Context can be measured through the knowledge dimensions of ab-straction and granularity. Both dimensions determine how relevant and reusableknowledge is to different users. Despite the most reusable engineering knowledgebeing one with high abstraction and granularity, the building block concept re-quires documentation of knowledge at different levels of context and use case. Inother words, no single level of context is adequate to cover all engineeringknowledge. Therefore, multi-granularity on a case-by-case basis with a minimumlevel was chosen in the knowledge base.
Not only that, the contextual information must be retained through the retrievalmethod of knowledge. Such considerations must be taken into account when con-structing the knowledge base to facilitate the reuse and retrieval of designknowledge.
The implementation of the building block concept was through the development ofan ontological Expert System, capable of modeling the complex knowledge in struc-tural design. The development focused on 2 stages: creating an informal model andtranslating that model to a machine-readable ontology. The informal model usedthe Icam DEFinition for Function Modeling (IDEF0) modeling method to representthe information requirements of the bridge design process. The building blocks arethe Inputs, Controls, Outputs, and Mechanisms (ICOM) of a design process. Eachdesign process has ICOMs that could be shared with other design processes, creat-ing connections and relationships between them. This connection becomes the ba-sis for the bridge design process assembly. The IDEF0 is then translated into theOWL language using Protégé.  The proof-of-concept demonstrated the extractionof building blocks associated with design processes through Protégé’s inferencingand querying capability with additional user inputs.
Keywords AEC, Bridge Design, Design Process, Building Block, Knowledge Man-
agement, Ontology, Expert System, Semantic Network, IDEF0, Protégé
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The global market today requires companies to change rapidly and theystruggle to maintain any competitive advantage. In this age of knowledge, theability to acquire information and data and turn them into usable assets isthe key to power. Knowledge is recognized as the most significant economicresource [1] and the most important competitive advantage for companies[2]. Intellectual capital makes the difference between competitions and it isnot the exception in the AEC (Architecture, Engineering, And Construction)industry. The AEC industry, particularly the design area, is highly reliant onknowledge-intensive processes [3], meaning the services and products areheavily dependent on the delivery processes knowledge.
Design, being a highly knowledge-driven process [4], has impacts throughoutthe lifecycle of an AEC project. In the construction project, design encom-passes various interconnected disciplines, including architectural, electrical,and structural design [5]. Of these, the structural design process is arguablythe most important one, demanding extensive knowledge to design a secureand durable structure. Throughout different projects with changing scopesand specifications, the only things that stay relatively consistent are the en-gineering knowledge of the design processes.
A new structural design project is commonly built upon design knowledgefrom previous projects. There is an old saying that 80% of designs are rede-signs [6]. It is hard to pin down the amount of design being reused since re-petitiveness varies depending on many factors: disciplines, phase, nature oftasks, etc. However, there are a few studies to back up this number. For ex-ample, IDM packages were created to standardize product information ex-change requirements in building design projects [7]. It was found that 69%of design packages were reused between the first and second case studies. Inanother research by [8], the ADePT modeling tool has incorporated over 90%of the necessary activities for defining a project's design. This aligns with theviews of the report [9] about the repetitive nature of construction projectsand the importance of standardizing processes and products. Consequently,the practice of redesigning previous designs to accommodate changing func-tional and performance requirements has become prevalent in structural de-sign.
In structural design, reused design knowledge includes valuable insights de-rived from previously designed and constructed facilities, subsystems, orcomponents along with the embedded knowledge and expertise acquiredfrom these past projects [10]. This knowledge manifests in repeatable tasks,similar workflow patterns, and defined roles and responsibilities [11]. It
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serves as the foundation that makes one design better and more innovativethan others, necessitating knowledge availability and accessibility to design-ers when needed. Leveraging reused knowledge enables more comprehen-sive design processes that can effectively guide future projects, minimizingthe risk of repetitive errors. Without awareness of existing knowledge withinthe organization, designers may waste significant time searching for infor-mation that already exists, do a lot of re-inventing of the wheel, and repeatpast mistakes.
Despite recognizing the importance of reusing knowledge, reuse often failsdue to knowledge not being captured or the captured knowledge being de-contextualized, rendering it non-reusable [10]. Unlike in the mechanical in-dustry where old designs and even designing processes are configured intonew designs as a normal practice, most design processes from the AEC in-dustry are project-oriented, context-specific, and experiential [12]. The ob-jectives,  specifications,  and  the  nature  of  constraints  of  each  project  makethem unique, temporary, non-routine, and non-repetitive, and hard to reuseprevious knowledge with the existing retrieval methods. Moreover, projectknowledge is intricately tied to its creator and the specific context in which itwas generated. Consequently, although construction companies accumulateand store design knowledge, the lack of formal mechanisms, both from infor-mation technology (IT) and organizational perspective, to discover, explore,and retrieve reusable knowledge poses challenges for others seeking to har-ness this valuable asset. It is within this context that the concept of the build-ing block emerged.
1.2 Building Block Concept
1.2.1 Existing Framework
The need to reuse knowledge in structural design has led to the conceptionof the building block concept, which was conceived by the CODA (CommonprOject Delivery plAtform) team from Ramboll Finland, specifically forbridge projects. The building block, as they defined it, is the smallest viablesize of a data item. It refers to common design values, folder structures, tools,scripts, etc. (see Figure 1) used for the creation of a SPOT (Single Point OfTruth) database, a database containing information about all project-relatedmatters located in one place and automating all information to design soft-ware.
The  goal  is  to  create  building  blocks  made  of  files  containing  previous  orstandardized design processes and knowledge. They are connected, can beretrieved and assembled from a repository to be reused, and built into a cen-tralized complete workflow for a new design project, similar to a set of Legoblocks being assembled into much bigger models.
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There  is  also  a  requirement  for  information  to  be  standardized  so  that  aseamless connection between all tools can be done (i.e. the input data and theoutput data are understood by all the tools). This is a problem addressed us-ing the SPOT database. It acts as a project-level database that stores all rele-vant project information in a human and machine-readable format in a singlelocation. It is assumed that building blocks from a central database are ex-tracted and assembled to create a SPOT at the beginning of a new project.This is especially useful at the initial design stage by reducing the amount ofwork and errors in transferring information throughout the project and han-dling data for computation design. Since the SPOT database would handlethe interoperability of building blocks, this requirement was not addressedin the context of this thesis.

Figure 1. File types that could be transformed into building blocks
For now, all files, documents, tools, etc. that could be considered a buildingblock are stored in a central repository. The building blocks are assembled aslists of recommended documents, drawings, templates, scripts, links, etc.that have been used in previous projects (see Figure 2). They are categorizedby structural type and document purpose. Structural type groups files by thetype of structural system that the files are used in (e.g. pile slab, noise barrier,bridge type, etc.). And document purpose separates files by their use context:design guides, codes and standards, technical data, calculation template,
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document template, cook book (project-specific guide and knowledge), typi-cal drawings, archive (previous projects), grasshopper scripts (automationscripts for geometry, analysis, verification), SOFiSTiK scripts. Each designprocess of structural elements has different lists with download links of rele-vant files.

Figure 2. Snippet of building block lists for Pile Slab design
1.2.2 Vision
What a building block represents is a design process or design task, not struc-tural objects and elements, comprising the design process.  Through the con-text of the design process, one building block is connected to another. Thefiles are geometrical and non-geometrical knowledge that act as different as-pects of the design activities such as inputs, constraints, rules, tools, and con-tent of the process.
The building block workflow is envisioned as follows: At the beginning of anew project, existing building blocks created from previous projects and ex-perience are stored in a central repository. All files of building blocks havemetadata attached to them, and the selection of building blocks happens viafiltering. Relevant blocks are extracted from the central repository to be as-sembled  and  saved  in  the  new project  folder  and  the  new SPOT database.Data  stored  in  the  SPOT is  appended  and  queried  throughout  the  project.Changes and updates to the building blocks are made as necessary, or newblocks can be created. New building blocks that weren't available in the cen-tral repository are built on a project-by-project basis. At the end of the pro-ject, new and updated building blocks can be brought back into the centralrepository after being refined.
It is important to be aware that the building block concept is still very muchin an immature stage, this is only the attempt of the thesis author to pin downthe unrefined ideas and vague assumptions from CODA into something more
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concrete  to  work  on.  With  the  nature  of  the  concept  and  the  requirementchecklist established, the objective now is to explore how to build the buildingblock concept.
1.3 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this thesis was to lay the foundation for the building block conceptthrough exploration and to put the concept in the appropriate academic con-text. With this, future contributors to the building block can develop a struc-tured  approach  for  managing  and  sharing  bridge  design  knowledge  in  thecontext of knowledge management. At the same time, effort was made to cre-ate a proof-of-concept product using the laid theoretical foundation. This willfacilitate the future development of the knowledge management (KM) sys-tem through lessons learned from the created system. The following objec-tives were determined:

· Establishing the basic foundations of the building block concept, itsdefinitions, and existing methodology.
· Understand the Structural and Bridge design process specifically andidentify the knowledge involved in it and the existing approaches formanaging this knowledge.
· To review concepts related to KM and to identify the supporting toolsthat can be applied to the building block.
· To explore the potential of KM for structural design knowledge
· To develop a conceptual framework for the building blocks and to sup-port its use by detailed methodologies for managing structural designknowledge.
· To  capture  partial  aspects  of  the  developed  methodologies  into  aproof-of-concept system.

1.4 Thesis Structure
With the goals determined, this thesis would be structured around the reali-zation of the building block concept and the end target of creating a proof-of-concept. The thesis would explore the building block concepts by attemptingto meet the requirements of and come closer to the vision for it. The workwould be divided into 8 chapters:

· Chapter 1 begins with an introduction to the building block concepts.
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· Chapter 2 and 3 laid down the foundational concepts required to un-derstand  the  nature  of  building  blocks  as  knowledge  in  the  bridgestructure design process.
· Chapter 4 explores the insights and requirements that lead to the suc-cessful reuse of design knowledge.
· Chapter 5 outlines the method adopted in this thesis for the buildingblock concept and explains the rationale of this method.
· Chapter 6 and 7 is the implementation of the chosen method, show-casing the potential and implications of the chosen method for thebuilding block concept.
· Chapter 8 summarizes the results and major findings, and the ex-tended future works required to realize the full building block concept.
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2 Structural Designing Concepts
2.1 Productivity Issue of The AEC Industry
The global AEC industry has long struggled with low productivity comparedto the economy development and other sectors. For example, retail witnesseda shift half a century ago from small, family-owned businesses to large-scalemodern retailers with global supply chains, digitalized distribution systemsand intelligent customer data gathering [13]. Likewise, the manufacturingsector has been completely changed through the adoption of lean principlesand extensive automation.  In comparison, the construction sector innovatesat a glacial pace. This is evidently shown in many ways:  being one of the leastdigitized industries worldwide or averaging merely 1 percent in annual labor-productivity growth compared to 3.6 percent growth in manufacturing. Theproductivity issue is multifaceted, complex and should be tackled from sev-eral areas such as management, construction, designing, etc. [14] In the con-text of this thesis, the building block concept was directly related to issues ofthe design process and digitalization and thus, they were the main perspec-tives considered.
According to [14], three productivity issues are closely related to design pro-cess and digitalization. First is the highly fragmented nature of the industry.Large and complex projects are performed by many stakeholders, such as ar-chitect, engineer, and contractor, with different requirements and interestsbut driven toward a single goal. Moreover, the competitiveness of the projectprocurement, where the lowest bids are frequently chosen, does not foster aknowledge transfer culture among companies in the construction industry.
The second reason is the construction of predominantly unique and custom-built products, in contrast to the mass production model employed in manu-facturing [15]. This significantly limits the optimization from repeatable workon the product. However, the engineering processes in the AEC industry arestill repetitive and thus, can still be changed to improve productivity as it didin manufacturing.
Thirdly, the AEC system as a whole is extremely complex, not only the prod-uct but also the processes and organizational aspects [16], [17]. The designprocesses are almost entirely wicked problems, characterized by their intri-cate and interconnected nature that limit attempts to find a single optimal,risk-free solution [18]. Assumptions and irrational information flows happenregularly as a natural part of such a complex system compared to relativelystable and repetitive industries like manufacturing [19], [20].
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2.2 Structural Design Characteristics
2.2.1 Structural Design and Bridge Design
To understand why the building block concept is needed, it is important tounderstand structural design and its inner working process. Structural de-sign,  a  specialized  part  of  civil  engineering,  is  a  complex  process  that  de-mands extensive expertise [21]. The objective is to create the “bones andmuscles” for a structure, designing a structure that can endure environmen-tal stresses and pressures while maintaining safety, stability, and securitythroughout its lifespan [22]. The fundamental approach is searching for away to transfer loads within a given space to a support or foundation [21].This involves making decisions regarding the shape and size of the structureand its components, aiming to ensure that it is suitable for its intended pur-pose and meets the functional specifications outlined by design rules and cri-teria [23], [24].
Structural  design is  the one of  most important factors in deciding the endproduct quality. In typical construction projects, owners communicate theirengineering requirements to design companies, who then establish construc-tion requirements [25]. The construction company then erects the project ac-cording to the specified construction requirements from the design company.It is clear that the competence and productivity of structural design engineersplay a pivotal role in delivering a desired product required by the owners.
In the context of this thesis, it was specifically the designing of bridge, one ofthe two most prominent products of civil engineering along with building,that was focused on. Bridge design shares many fundamental similaritieswith building design, similar enough that many conclusions can be appliedto for one another. Both bridge design and building design follow the samefundamental understanding of structural design: analyzing load paths, de-signing to standards and codes, and checking for design feasibility. Both fol-low typical design phases: Prior to the design process, concept structure, andalternatives are developed, possibly with a scaled model and 3D simulationmodels. Parameters such as structural performance and estimated costs areconsidered, leading to discussions with clients, managing agencies, and localgovernment bodies. Once a consensus on costs and the concept is reached,the following stages of preliminary design, detail design, and constructiondesign can commence.
However, distinct differences exist when designing bridge versus designingbuilding due to shape, scale, and detailing level. Unlike vertical architectureof buildings, bridges are linear horizontal structures spanning long distanceand thus, requires heavy methods of construction [26]. The layout of a bridgemay appear basic and straightforward but deeper attention to detailing is
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needed compared to building design. In fact, buildings often have more re-petitive designs and standards and codes to follow, while bridge design de-mands bespoke and unique solutions. Although both products involve mul-tiple disciplines, bridge relies heavily on the topography and it introducesmany variations into the surrounding landscape and therefore, requires ex-pertise in hydraulics, geotechnics, landscaping, economics, and even socio-political aspects [27]. Finally, the structural design of bridges is led by struc-tural engineering resulting in easier coordination, whereas, in buildings, ar-chitects take the lead [5].
2.2.2 Structural Design Process
Structural design can be described from two distinct perspectives [28]:

· Rational activity: It assumes that design work is a rational, methodi-cal, problem-solving activity, often involving information processing.
· Interactive inquiry: It sees design work as a creative, artistic, and in-teractive inquiry deeply rooted in social, cultural, and psychologicalconsiderations.

In other words, designers cannot simply follow predefined rules or proce-dures but are encouraged to be thoughtful  and examine their  own work toadapt the design in response to the complexity and nuances of the designcontext. While the rational activity perspective oversimplifies the complexi-ties and messiness of the creative side of the design process, the interactiveinquiry perspective can become chaotic and difficult to comprehend andmanage. There needs to be a balanced understanding of both views in struc-tural design for creating the most value for the client.
Indeed, design work can be investigative, creative, rational, or decision-ori-ented in nature [29]. This is well-reflected in the steps performed in struc-tural design. [19] proposes a design process comprising three iterative steps:analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Analysis and synthesis steps are similarto the procedure of system engineering, while the evaluation step is im-portant for learning and improvements to be incorporated in the next itera-tive cycle. The first two basic steps can be further expanded into 5 essentialsteps to design any structure (1) modeling, (2) load analysis, (3) structuralanalysis, (4) structural design and (5) detailing, each of which encompassesvarious activities: decision-making, fact-finding, and information gathering,topic distillation, etc.
Due to the repetitive cycles of the above steps, structural design is called aprocess of progressive refinement, through which the design solution reachesa level of detail and maturity that aligns with the established design require-ments and constraints [30]. These requirements and constraints are
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intertwined by various uncertainties, including changes in client preferences,environmental factors, assumed live and wind loads, limited investigation ofsoil conditions, and unpredictable seismic events [5]. Additional influencefactors include human intelligence factors, such as experience and engineer-ing judgment [23], [24], as well as regulatory guidelines such as codes ofpractice and design standards. This ill-defined and complex problem is pre-sent within the product, processes, and organization of the structural designprocess and the interdependencies between each of them [16]. Avoiding com-plexity is not possible. Due to this wicked nature of the structural design pro-cess, incremental progress is made after each design cycle to arrive at a final-ized design that meets the accepted criteria [31]. The complex nature of struc-tural design process is demonstrated in more detail in Chapter 6.
2.2.3 Design Phase and Activity
In order to effectively navigate the design environment, some form of struc-ture is necessary [28]. This often manifests in the form of the phase modelcurrently adopted in practice. Structural design comprises many phases,comprising a multitude of interconnected activities [24], [32]. [33] dividedbridge design into 4 phases: conceptual design, preliminary design, detaileddesign, and construction design. In the beginning, the conceptual designphase produces multiple feasible bridge concepts and one or more conceptsare selected for further evaluation. Next, in the preliminary design phase, themost suitable concept from the proposed ones is chosen by assessing its fea-sibility and refining the cost estimates. The detailed design phase focuses onfinalizing the details of the chosen bridge concept to create a comprehensivedocument that can be used for tendering and construction. Finally, the con-struction design phase aims to provide a procedural guide for the actual con-struction process of the bridge. Not all four phases exist in every bridge pro-ject as it depends on the scope of the design contract. For example, it is com-mon for the bridge design to start at the preliminary or detailed design sincea concept has already been chosen by the municipality.
Creativity and rational viewpoint can be used as a spectrum to gauge the ac-tivities of the design phases. At one end is the concept design relying heavilyon the experience and expertise of engineers, known as "tacit knowledge",and the other end is the detailed design relying on the application of mathe-matical formulas and codes of practice, referred to as "explicit knowledge".More detail about tacit and explicit knowledge is discussed in Section 3.1.2.This does not mean that concept design is exclusively creative work withoutproblem-solving activity. It is simply useful to categorize design processesbased on the dominant types of design activities so it can be appropriatelyaddressed in this thesis.
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As  stated  in  [5],  the  concept  design  stage  is  considered  the  most  creativephase [34]because feasible structural concepts are created based on rules ofthumb and experience [32], [35]. The designers attempt to meet the require-ments of the proposed structure and thus, the decisions that are made heregreatly influence the remaining phases [23], [24], [32]. While there is no oneapproach to concept design, there are common activities [24], [35], [36]:
· Generating design alternatives: Designers rely on experience in previ-ous  projects  to  brainstorm  design  ideas.  The  alternative  bridge  de-signs can vary in structural configurations, component sizes, and ma-terial selections e.g. steel, concrete, timber, etc.
· Evaluating the alternatives’ feasibility: Designers evaluate with simplecalculations and past experiences. The evaluation is based on both in-ternal (imposed by the designer’s choice or by working with particularmaterials or technologies)  and external (clients' needs, technology,and the construction process) constraints
· Selecting the ideal solution: Designers select the best solution thatmeets the project’s requirements based on engineering judgment andforesight. The selected solution will be used in the detailed design.

In subsequent stages, such as detailed design, the goal is to fulfill the con-straints set by the concept design. Detailed design activities are typically han-dled by less experienced engineers, whereas concept design responsibilitiesare often handled by senior engineers. Detailed design is a dynamic and iter-ative process that typically involves multiple cycles, influenced by variousfactors, including the degree of uncertainties in the project and the availabil-ity of information and expertise. The common activities in detailed design are[24], [35], [36]:
· Detailed analysis: Actions and loads (deflections, vibrations, shearingstresses, bending moments, etc.) are calculated and the design con-trolling loads are identified.
· Sizing and proportioning: Designers decide the dimensions of struc-tural elements using design codes and standards. This includes the de-tailing such as rebars of reinforcement concrete.
· Design check: Designers check whether the whole structure and its el-ements meet the constraints (requirements for safety, engineeringand physical laws, or other local constraints)
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2.3 Computational Design
2.3.1 Definition
A motivation in the building block concept creation is the adoption of theComputational Design (CD) method, which has hugely affected the AEC in-dustry as a whole in recent years. In traditional structural design, designersrely on computer-aided design (CAD) programs, created by a third party [37].Consequently, the designer’s creativity is partially influenced by the softwarecreator’s opinion and the design workflow is constrained by the chosen soft-ware’s limitations and thus, the number of design alternatives is restricted[38]. A true master of design, who possesses a deep understanding of design,should be allowed to create customized engineering tools according to theirdesire. The method has its origin in computer science, mathematics, and ge-ometry, and has been adapted to solve design problems. That is where CDcomes into play.
CD is a design method that combines algorithms, parameters, and computa-tional thinking [39] to produce design solutions using the power of computerprocessing. When the design process is broken down into measurable steps,it becomes the framework for algorithms to design automatically. In otherwords, it digitalizes and formulizes engineering knowledge into scripts andapplications that automate design tasks or even a whole process. The end goalis data-driven design, meaning design decisions are driven by strong inputdata in combination with intuition and personal preference to produce relia-ble results [37].
CD is also referred to by the various name of its categories: Algorithmic de-sign, Generative design, and Parametric design [37], [40]. Parametric designis  a  design approach based on the use of  parameters and rules to create adesign  solution  that  is  easily  modified.  Generative  design  is  a  design  ap-proach that uses algorithms to generate multiple design alternatives for eval-uation. Algorithmic design is a Generative design approach where the algo-rithm is directed and limited by specific desired outcomes.
The CD process involves decomposition of a design, pattern recognition, ab-straction, and the utilization of algorithms [41]. Designers are required tosystematically break down their design process into quantifiable steps to im-plement in CD [37]. Next, similarities, trends, and patterns within the designare identified. These are then abstracted, focusing on the essential elementsand discarding the unnecessary, and then translated into computer language.The algorithm takes project-specific parameters to solve design problems,such as creation, fabrication, interaction, and analysis, at a faster pace with awider range of alternatives. Once the initial programming is completed, the
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design process becomes dynamic and repeatable, fostering efficiency andflexibility.
It  needs  to  be  emphasized  the  difference  between  CAD and CD [42].  CADrefers to the use of computer as a technique (computer-aided or digitalized)while CD refers to a thinking approach to design. In CAD, conventional de-sign processes are assisted by computational tools, making the traditionalexisting process faster. In CD, the entire process must be changed to reflectthe  way  of  thinking.  CD  surpasses  mere  automation  of  traditional  designpractices or repetitive tasks; it involves a fundamental shift from designthinking to computational thinking [39] in designer and design methodolo-gies.
Both traditional design and CD require the utilization of multiple softwareapplications to effectively convey the multimedia aspects of a design. For ex-ample, designers often rely on various analysis programs offered by compet-ing software developers [43]. After analysis, the designs are documented inCAD drafting software to generate drawings that serve as the basis for con-tractors' plans during the construction phase. Additional software tools to aidin the review process are also employed, which enable error detection andensure accurate data transfer. With the addition of CD, the reliance on mul-tiple software becomes even more crucial. As demonstrated in the VirginiaTech Innovation Campus project in Alexandria, VA., a diverse range of soft-ware was employed, including Grasshopper for parametric modeling, Lady-bug and Honeybee plugins for exporting into analysis software Energy Plusand Radiance for, Colibri plugin for simulating design permutations, a cus-tomized database environment for storing simulation results, PowerBi fordata exploration and visualization, and machine learning algorithms topower real-time performance predictions [44]. The result is a custom-madeapplication that can adapt to real-time decisions and unforeseen inquiries.Another benefit is the potential to reuse these models in future projects at noadditional costs, as long as they address common design challenges ratherthan specific options. This is one of the reasons why the building block con-cept is created.
2.3.2 Effects and Application
The AEC industry and the structural design field are transforming thanks tothe rise of computational design. This shift has been accelerated in part bythe widespread adoption of user-friendly visual programming tools likeGrasshopper for Rhinoceros and Tekla, and Dynamo for Revit [43]. Thesevisual coding platforms liberate companies from the constraints of structuralmodeling software, enabling them to tailor their software to their uniqueworkflows instead of conforming to predefined limitations. Therefore, aplethora of innovative design techniques have been introduced, empowering
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users to create powerful computer scripts that can streamline workflows orrealize  entirely  new  modes  of  design  integration  [44].  Engineering  firmsworldwide are figuring out the implications and impacts of these advance-ments on typical design practices to effectively incorporate them into theirdesign processes.
CD has proven to be highly valuable for early design exploration in the con-ceptual design phase, where design options are constantly evolving [45]. Theexploration of design alternatives can be done at a rapid pace within a definedsolution space [44]. By utilizing parametric modeling and iterative over arange of variables, such as volume, cost, and performance, CD facilitates theidentification of optimal solutions for a given problem. For instance, CD canbe employed to optimize the arrangement of bridge trusses, reducing mate-rial usage and cost. Even the previously slow analysis and optimization pro-cess is now feasible during the conceptual design phase. By incorporating au-tomation and data analysis techniques early in the design process, structuralengineers now have access to timely and meaningful data. The analysis dataenables informed decision-making during conceptual design, similar to anexperienced expert drawing upon years of knowledge and expertise.
Although CD is  the  most  useful  in  the  conceptual  design  phase,  designersshould not go back to traditional workflows in other phases. CD offers an op-portunity for the integration of computational methods and the developmentof entirely new workflows [46]. It can automate calculation, repetitive andmanual work, streamline traditional design processes, and facilitate the re-use of previous design solutions. Through CD, the iteration of structure andcomponents can be done swiftly no matter the phase. The parametric modelsallow for generating volumes, analyzing them, receiving graphical feedback,and helping the users make more informed modifications through parame-ters and controlling mechanisms in any way they wish. This ensures on-timecompletion even after numerous changes [37]. Another usage is in custom-developed CD scripts which allow for checking at each design step [43]. Thismeans QAQC is repeatedly done without diverting more resources. Further-more, the combination of visual programming tools and artificial intelligencefurther empowers designers to surpass human capabilities and test designsunder multiple scenarios [37].
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3 Knowledge Management Concepts
3.1 Knowledge
3.1.1 Definition
It is difficult to determine what sort of system the building block can be builton without some insight into its nature. The key lies in the connection be-tween the existing form of  building blocks and their  purpose.  These docu-ments and files direct the user throughout the design process to get the de-sirable deliverable from the inputting data and information. They are proce-dures, rules, experience and lessons learned, custom tools and documents,standards, and technical understanding created by humans to be used in thedesign process, also known as knowledge. A collection of data, information,and knowledge organized and stored in a way that makes it easily accessibleand retrievable is called a Knowledge Base (KB) [47]. The KB is used as arepository of resources and information to support humans in decision-mak-ing,  problem-solving,  and  learning.  More  details  about  KB  technology  arediscussed in Section 3.3.2.
In order to move forward to the other concepts such as KB and KM, the def-inition  of  knowledge  needed  to  be  laid  down  as  the  basis  of  this  thesis.Knowledge is defined by two perception groups, which revolve around therelation  of  knowledge  to  information  and  data.  The  first  group  seesknowledge as an evolved stage of information and data in the informationhierarchy, see Figure 3. According to [48], data is “unorganized and unpro-cessed facts”, while information refers to “an aggregation of processed data”and knowledge is defined as “evaluated and organized information”. Anotherdefinition by [49] describes “Knowledge is the {ability, skill, expertise} to{manipulate, transform, create} {data, information, ideas} to {perform skill-fully, make decisions, solve problems}”. This is to show that if the buildingblocks are engineering knowledge, it is not enough to provide them in a rawand unprocessed form. The building block must incorporate the frameworks,perspective, usage understanding, conclusion drawn, connections, etc. by thecreator  of  a  building  block  in  relation  to  relevant  design  knowledge.  Onlythen the building block stop being just files containing data and informationstart to become knowledge. In contrast, the second group defines data andinformation as the product of knowledge. As said by [50], knowledge shouldnot be treated as a separate entity from the knower. They criticized the ten-dency to equate knowledge with information and view it as a static resourcerather than a dynamic process. A quote from [51] explains this view concisely:“Information is converted to knowledge once it is processed in the mind ofindividuals and knowledge becomes information once it is articulated”. De-spite contradicting views, common ground can be established using the def-inition of [52]: knowledge is a set of “insights, experiences, and procedures”
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that are “correct and true” to control the “thoughts, behaviors, and commu-nications of people”. This is also supported by the Ancient Greek philosopherPlato’s theory on knowledge: knowledge is justified true belief, that is to say,knowledge can be justified and is believed to be true.

Figure 3. Each level above adds value on top of the level below allowingmore complicated inquiries. Source: [53]
3.1.2 Knowledge Type
In this  thesis,  the concept of  knowledge as defined by [54] was examined.They divided knowledge between explicit and tacit knowledge. Explicitknowledge refers to information that has been codified (articulated in a rec-ord or document) in a physical  or  digital  form, allowing for disseminationand sharing among users. On the other hand, tacit knowledge encompassesthe personal knowledge (including experience and know-how) that individu-als possess but have not been explicitly articulated. To effectively share tacitknowledge, it must be converted into explicit knowledge. Numerous studieshave  suggested  that  approximately  80  percent  of  important  knowledge  istacit knowledge [55]. Failure to share the tacit knowledge will result in theloss of project insights, leading to organizational amnesia [56]
However, [57] agrees with the second perspective of knowledge and chal-lenges the notion of tacit and explicit knowledge, asserting that knowledgecannot be codified since it can only reside within individuals and codifiedknowledge should be seen as information. And yet, codified knowledge maybe considered as knowledge and not information by individuals with suffi-cient  tacit  knowledge  in  the  respective  field.  For  example,  a  constructiondrawing is considered as codified knowledge on how to build a structure tocivil engineers and as information to non-engineers. This perspective alignswith theories that view companies as knowledge-based organizations, wheremembers consciously or unconsciously interpret and apply information
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based on their accumulated experience and skills [54], [55]. Therefore, for itsrelevance to structural design activities and the context-specific nature of thedomain, this thesis chose to align with the first view of knowledge and re-ferred to codified knowledge as knowledge.
Knowledge can be transformed from one type to another through four modesof  knowledge conversion [54],  see Figure 4.  Tacit  knowledge possessed byone individual can be converted into another person's tacit knowledgethrough socialization, and then turn into explicit knowledge through exter-nalization. Socialization occurs during face-to-face interactions, while exter-nalization involves the codification of knowledge. Capturing tacit knowledgethrough externalization is the most significant challenge in KM. Conversely,explicit knowledge can be converted into other forms of explicit knowledgethrough combination, and then turn into tacit knowledge through internali-zation. Combination synthesizes two sources of codified knowledge to gener-ate new knowledge and Internalization is performed by individuals whenthey read and comprehend codified written knowledge. Managing explicitknowledge,  which  is  already  codified  in  various  forms,  is  easier  than  tacitknowledge and requires fewer resources.

Figure 4. Modes of knowledge conversion. Source: [54]
As expressed by [58]:  “we know more than we can tell”,  it  is  important toacknowledge that not all project knowledge can be codified, as certain aspectsof tacit knowledge remain difficult to articulate explicitly and must be trans-ferred to other individuals through socialization. This aligns with two distinctapproaches to knowledge reuse [59]. The first approach emphasizes captur-ing and storing knowledge in an external repository for widespread sharingand reuse among employees. The second, more common approach recog-nizes the significance of valuable tacit and contextual knowledge inside indi-viduals within the organization. Companies adopting this approach use tech-nology to facilitate communication and cultivate knowledge transfer through
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social networks. This thesis only focused on the capturing, managing, andretrieving explicit knowledge since the building blocks were codifiedknowledge.
3.2 Knowledge Management
3.2.1 Benefits of KM
This brings us to the following question: why is it necessary to manageknowledge and how does it differ from information or data management?While data and information can be easily stored and obtained from companyrepositories in this era of communication, the generation of knowledge re-quires both time and extensive proficiency in the domain of interest. The pro-cess of knowledge generation often takes place within an individual's mindand is not externalized. Consequently, as valuable as knowledge is to an or-ganization, it is challenging to identify when new knowledge is generated andsubsequently documented [60]. KM is crucial as it ensures that relevantknowledge  is  accessible  when  needed,  which  prevents  the  loss  of  valuableknowledge. The promised benefits and successful implementations of KM in-crease the interest in it [5].
Furthermore, sharing knowledge increases its values and impacts on organ-ization’s success [61]. According to [62],  In the modern economy, a firm'scompetitive advantage lies in its ability to effectively harness its knowledgeresources and can criticality determine the business success and even busi-ness survival. In contrast, organizations failing to implement KM strategiesrisk  falling  behind  competitors  who  embrace  the  value  of  knowledge,  ulti-mately endangering business longevity [61].
According to [63], there are many compelling reasons for companies to needKM. First of all, it facilitates the acceleration and accessibility of informationand expertise, and supports locating resources and individuals possessingthe required knowledge without wasting time. This improves the overall effi-ciency and productivity of company’s workforce [64]. Additionally, KM min-imizes trial and error, enabling organizations to learn from past experiencesand exploit existing knowledge assets. By reusing knowledge capital in dif-ferent areas and leveraging it for improvement and innovation, such as usinglessons learn from previous bridge projects to design a new bridge, organiza-tions can derive significant benefits.
Next, KM improves the decision-making process by enhancing the quality ofinformation obtained from employees and expediting the speed of decision-making. Collaboration platforms also enable diverse perspectives and expe-riences, hence improving the quality of decisions and desired outcomes. Ad-ditionally, KM fosters the development of essential competencies and skills
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while eliminating outdated knowledge, ensuring the preservation of keyknowledge and competencies within the company [65].
Finally, KM drives innovation and cultural transformation in organizations[66]. In today's dynamic business landscape, innovation has become vital foradapting to change effectively. The rapid pace of innovation, fueled by ad-vancing technology, shorter product lifecycles, and increased new productdevelopment, has reshaped global economic growth. Knowledge is at the coreof the innovation process, as it enables the transformation of generalknowledge into specific knowledge, leading to the creation of valuable prod-ucts, services, and processes [67]. This is shown the clearest in the inceptionof the building block concept and its parent project SPOT. Organizations rec-ognize the potential economic benefits and therefore show a growing interestin KM [68].
3.2.2 KM Process
A thorough examination  of  the  existing  literature  reveals  the  absence  of  auniversally accepted definition for KM. Different interpretations, even con-flicting ones, of KM exist due to variations in individuals' experiences, back-grounds, and organizational contexts [69]. In this thesis, four major pro-cesses of KM were creation, capture, sharing, and retrieval. Finding the ap-propriate knowledge capture and retrieval methods directly fulfilled the mainobjectives. The available methods are explored and selected in Section 4.4,considerations of the chosen method are addressed in Section 4.5 and theproof-of-concept product based on the considerations is described in Chapter7.

· Creation: In the context of this thesis, knowledge is created during theknowledge-intense structural design process [59]. Created knowledgecan be completely new content or a replacement of existing content,encompassing both explicit and tacit knowledge [70]. [54] emphasizethat  the  generation  of  new  knowledge,  whether  implicit  or  explicit,arises through the dynamic interaction between individuals, groups,and organizations.
· Capture: It is the generation of new valuable knowledge from withinan individual's mind that needs to be captured and codified. The se-lection of appropriate storing methods must also be taken into ac-count. The building blocks are the direct result of the knowledge cap-ture process. Only a fraction of generated knowledge finds its way intoproject documentation and the failure to capture knowledge results inknowledge loss [71]. Knowledge capture is not a one-time project butrather an ongoing program that invests in the company’s future [3].
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· Dissemination and Sharing: Knowledge dissemination is to distributeor to diffuse any information or knowledge to make them available tothe relevant individual at the right time. Knowledge sharing is whenthe individual created new knowledge and is incentivized to transferit through information networks with other people. Both processes areintegrated and work simultaneously with each other [72].
· Retrieval and Apply: Knowledge retrieval allows members to accessand apply stored knowledge during projects. An effective retrievalmethod facilitates the understanding of knowledge assets and enablesquick and efficient access to the desired information. However, simplyfinding the knowledge is not enough; it must be refined and processedfor specific contexts before it can be used by engineers [55].

3.3 Relevants KM technologies
Traditionally, the approach to KM is either from the management or techno-logical perspective [55]. A hybrid solution that incorporates both people andtechnology is recognized as an effective KM strategy [73]. The technology as-pect serves as a crucial enabler in the form of KM systems, which leveragetechnology to accelerate and streamline corporate learning processesthrough codified knowledge [74]. Thus, the technological solution is the fo-cus of the author since aligns more closely with the building block concept.
KM technologies are closely intertwined with IT [5]. The rapid growth in IT-related  applications  over  recent  years  has  presented  a  wide  range  of  solu-tions, see Figure 5, from various providers that are capable of fulfilling dif-ferent tasks. However, the abundance of options has made it extremely chal-lenging to determine the most suitable applications for our KM implementa-tion. 6 different technologies were identified as relevant to the building blockconcept.
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Figure 5. Technology and applications for KM. Partially correlate to the de-termined KM processes. Sources: [75], [76]
3.3.1 Knowledge base
A  KB  serves  as  a  machine-readable  repository  that  organizes  and  storesknowledge on a specific  topic in a concise manner.  It  encompasses factualinformation found in various sources such as books,  websites,  and humanknowledge [5]. Knowledge is also used in the context of a component of anexpert system (ES), which uses the knowledge in the KB to make decisions.
The  primary  objective  of  developing  a  KB  is  to  be  able  to  reuse  explicitknowledge and possibly interact with and transform it. This is motivated bythe fact that capturing and reusing knowledge is less costly than recreating it[77]. Currently, in many AEC firms, knowledge capture and reuse are limitedto traditional paper archives or digital archives consisting of electronic fold-ers and files, which are difficult to explore and navigate [55], [77]. In the con-text of AEC project, the challenge is developing a KB for storing knowledgegenerated throughout the project and effectively distributing it to projectmembers who can benefit from it [78]. Thus, an effective KB must enable thefour aforementioned KM processes.
A topic this thesis deemed relevant to address the difference between a data-base and a KB. Both KB and databases share similarities and fundamentaldistinctions (see Figure 6). While a database is a collection of organized data
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and information that requires further analysis and processing before appli-cation, a KB serves as a repository for knowledge that acts as ready-to-usesolutions or answers [79]. In other words, a database serves as a repositoryfor information, while a KB includes the meaning of that information [80]. AKB captures knowledge about a specific topic using an appropriate notation,while a database stores large amounts of shared data. In databases, there isonly a rudimentary and largely intuitive interpretation of the stored infor-mation, while KB must commit to specific interpretations of the information.Therefore, database is only expected to meet performance standards relatedto response time, robustness, reliability, security, etc., while KB also needsan associated theory to effectively interpret the information they contain. On-tology  can  be  used  to  add  meaning  and  theory  to  existing  data  and  infor-mation [14].

Figure 6. Database and KB in parallel. Source: [81]
For example, when representing a bridge design [79], a database is populatedwith data about bridge dimensions, bridge types, project names, constructionyears, main materials, etc. On the other hand, a KB begins with a substantialamount of data (probably from a database). The emphasis then shifts to en-riching the existing information for ontology aggregation, such as pylons andcables are classified as suspension bridge parts, and establishing connec-tions, such as the preference for choices of prestressed concrete or suspen-sion bridge in relation to long span length.
3.3.2 Knowledge-based System and Expert system
If the KB is in machine-readable form, a system can use the KB to do intelli-gent things. Such a system is called a Knowledge-based System (KBS). A KBSsimulates human intelligence in a specific domain and thus, it is a form ofArtificial Intelligent (AI). The types of KBS are numerous as are their usage
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purpose: ES for decision-making, neural networks for pattern recognitiontasks, case-based reasoning (CBR) for problem-solving using previous expe-rience, etc. [47] The most interesting KBS to the topic at hand is the ES.
An ES is a computer-based representation of expert knowledge, capable ofproviding  intelligent  advice  or  making  informed decisions  about  a  specificknowledge domain. It is also desirable for an ES to explain its reasoning in away that is understandable to the user. This is achieved through rule-basedknowledge representation (KR) but other forms of representation also exist.In the context of construction projects, one of the primary objectives of KMis to support engineers in their decision-making process [82]. ESs have beendeveloped and effectively utilized in the construction industry to fulfill thispurpose. These computer-aided inference systems rely on knowledge ac-quired from domain experts or various other sources. However, the amountof available data has exponentially increased in today’s information age,making capturing expert knowledge a resource-intensive, time-consuming,and costly endeavor.
3.3.3 Taxonomy and Ontology
Ontologies and taxonomies are in many ways similar – they are both systemsof classification and are arranged in a hierarchical structure. A taxonomyclassifies data into categories and sub-categories, providing a unified per-spective and providing common terminology and semantics for multiple sys-tems. An established taxonomy is static [83]. Ontology, on the other hand,defines terms and relationships of data in a more sophisticated manner. Theyare formal and explicit specifications of a shared conceptualization [84],serving as graphical representations to describe domain knowledge. Nodesin ontologies represent classes and instances that depict domain entities, andedges specify attributes and connections, not limited to hierarchical rela-tions, between entities [85]. Taxonomy and ontology are often mistaken onefor another since ontologies may encompass taxonomies, and taxonomiescan be enriched to resemble ontologies [86]. As information and KM con-verge, the overlapping of taxonomies and ontologies has become more prev-alent. While some may use the terms interchangeably, they are not identical,although they are increasingly integrated. The same software might supportthe creation of both.
3.3.4 Metadata
Metadata is data about data. It serves as a fundamental component in under-standing and organizing multimedia documents [87]. Acting as an interme-diate representation of the documents, it encapsulates valuable informationabout the content and the external context in a compact form. Metadata cantake various forms, ranging from manually generated textual annotations to
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specific attributes extracted through content analysis. With the structure, na-ture, and relations of document contents described by metadata, users cansearch, index, and retrieve relevant documents.
There are two methods of information retrieving using metadata [88]. Thefirst is a basic method, operating similarly to a library system where eachdocument is associated with predefined attributes such as author, title, andID number.  The second is  an intelligent method,  where information is  de-rived from a semantic network, allowing the system to generate alternativeanswers to queries that yield no answers.
The metadata-based systems are highly detailed since they can cover a widerange of attributes [88]. Since a document can have an unlimited number ofattributes, classification based on these attributes can achieve an unlimitedfine level of granularity. Thus, searching in this type of system yields verygood results. Additionally, intelligent metadata-based systems with prede-fined semantics can offer alternative options when searches yield empty re-sults. However, a drawback of these systems is the huge amount of manualwork in reading and understanding these documents prior to classification.That means the metadata model is subjective and reliant on the classifier'sinterpretation. The externalization process becomes the biggest obstacle andthe biggest cost to efficiency for metadata-based systems.
3.3.5 AI Applications
KBS as an intelligent computer program fits into the larger context of artifi-cial intelligence (AI). The widespread integration of AI is expected to signifi-cantly impact various aspects of organizational functioning, including KM[89]. KM processes can greatly benefit from various implementations of AItechnologies. In this section, some AI applications are briefly discussed sincethey can bring potential benefits to the building block concept but have notnecessarily been fully explored or implemented.
Neural network and deep learning are two prominent AI applications. Thisapplication is more relevant when AI is mentioned nowadays. Similar to howES automated inferences based on descriptive knowledge, neural networkscan achieve the same for procedural knowledge [90]. Tasks that require ex-pert knowledge to perform procedures are ideal for automation using deeplearning. While acquiring knowledge still necessitates the involvement of do-main experts, constructing a machine learning dataset simply requires themto conduct their expertise rather than deconstruct it. Moreover, engineersfind it easier to represent this knowledge in a dataset compared to devisingmethods for encoding and manipulating symbolic knowledge. As datasetsgrow  and  evolve  over  time,  updating  and  enhancing  models  can  be  doneseamlessly. However, neural network systems might not be appropriate for
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the building block concept as they cannot provide details on which variablewas manipulated and the rationale behind their conclusions, which is essen-tial in cases of dispute [91]. Although neural network can learn, it requires ahuge amount of data for training and development.
A domain of AI deals with the concept of KR. In the context of structural en-gineering, the challenge lies in effectively quantifying and representing theheterogeneous forms of data-driven design [92]. The forms can include text,graphics, and tables, all of which are essential for conveying comprehensivedesign knowledge. Textual information alone is not enough to convey a de-sign meaning holistically, particularly when documents were created to beviewed all at once. A solution from the KR domain for structural engineeringknowledge is to leverage logic and ontology to construct computable domain-specific models that can solve complex problems [93]. This has the most rel-evance to the building block concept and will be explored in Section 7.1.
Finally, CBR is an AI approach that combines problem-solving and learning.CBR is extensively discussed in the literature as a technology supporting KM.It operates on the idea that similar problems tend to recur, allowing past so-lutions to be applied to current situations [94]. The system stores solvedcases in a case base, which consists of problems and their corresponding so-lutions. When a new problem arises, the CBR system retrieves the most sim-ilar cases from the case base and reuses their solutions to compose a solutionfor the query, with possible adaptations, and then the revised case is addedback into the case base. This iterative process follows a cycle of retrieve, re-use,  revise,  and  retain,  which  mirrors  knowledge  cycles  [95],  allowing  forcontinuous improvement. Case-based systems are particularly useful whendomain knowledge is difficult to elicit, requires constant maintenance andrecords of previous solutions exist. However, the performance of CBR toolscan deteriorate when dealing with large amounts of data, and the externali-zation of cases can be costly and inefficient [88].
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4 Knowledge Base Development
4.1 Considerations
Numerous repositories for design knowledge have been established in vari-ous fields under different names and different forms. Extensive research hasbeen conducted across diverse domains such as medicine, biology, transpor-tation, agriculture, and economy. Additionally, the trend in recent years isexploring  the  utilization  of  Semantic  Web  technologies  for  ontological  KB[96]. In this thesis, ontological KBs specifically related to construction andstructural design were studied, which serve as valuable references for our KBin Chapter 7.
The manufacturing KB warrants closer examination since they use the KB forproduct design. According to [97-100], The KBs in manufacturing engineeringhave evolved far from simple storages of knowledge into intelligent designrepositories integrated with design artifact modeling systems. These reposi-tories consist of heterogeneous product design information that facilitatesthe representation, capture, sharing, and reuse of corporate designknowledge. The structure of the design KB is a crucial component of thesesystems, as it allows for the hierarchical decomposition of designs intosmaller and simpler entities, making them easier to adapt to new design casesand support intelligent design environments. This is discussed at length inSection 6.3.2. By storing designs in a computable format, design repositoriesenable  the  inference  engine  of  intelligent  design  support  environments  tomake more informed decisions based on data from previous designs. In es-sence, design repositories serve as valuable sources of information that canbe converted into knowledge through data, similar to how a library providesaccessible, recognizable, and comprehensive information.
Despite possessing more advanced capabilities, the design repositories arestill inadequate to handle complex project knowledge, as observed by re-search evidence by the high amount of time spent looking for informationand the low percentage of documented knowledge for reuse [60]. Some of theissues limiting the effectiveness of the design repository and KB are relatedto capturing human knowledge, choosing types of KR, and targeting the rightuser
The  first  issue,  as  pointed  out  by [101], is that knowledge repositories canstore explicit knowledge, typically as documents, allowing for successful cap-ture and utilization of a portion of the domain project knowledge. However,a significant amount of valuable knowledge is tacit knowledge and resideswithin individuals, resulting in the loss of essential contextual, informal, andinductive  reasoning  underlying  decision-making  processes.  A  part  of  tacitknowledge is delivered through contextual information, which is discussed
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in  Section  4.3.1.1.  Another  part  of  tacit  knowledge  can  be  conveyed  usingmultimedia files to enhance the recording and subsequent reuse of informalinformation.
Multimedia files play a vital role in bridge design, encompassing various pro-grams that address different aspects of the design process, such as modelingand analysis, integrated design, component design, substructure design, etc.[102] However,  the  second  issue  arises  in  effectively  representing  theknowledge contained within these multimedia files while maintaining theirrelationships in the KB. The complex and multi-perspective nature of designknowledge in multimedia files necessitates analysis and transformation intoa format compatible with a KBS. Typically, algorithms or analyzers are usedto extract knowledge and convert it into metadata, which serves as an inter-mediate representation facilitating easier manipulation and processing usinginformation retrieval methods [87]. Consequently, this transformation intro-duces inherent uncertainty, as no analysis and transformation are error-freeor not based on human interpretation. Additionally, the unstructured origi-nal  data  requires  analysis  tools  to  extract  the  underlying  structure  andknowledge and store them in formats that enable convenient access and ma-nipulation. It was beyond the scope of this thesis to delve into the extractionand transformation of information from multimedia files. However, the se-lection of  KR and the role of  metadata and properties will  be discussed inSection 7.2.
The third issue is scale and knowledge retrieval. KB accumulates vastamounts of unnoticed and unutilized information within the KB. [103] dis-covered that unless knowledge is possessed by individuals who find it rele-vant, its development, utilization, and maintenance will not be optimized.This  is  due  to  the  lack  of  awareness  from the  user  on  the  existence  of  theknowledge of interest in a large KB. Another challenge lies in the fact thatusers frequently struggle to precisely articulate their information require-ments [104]. The arises when users are not fully aware of their own needs,leading to a potential mismatch between the information obtained and theirexpectations. In short, the knowledge retrieval methods are often inadequateand fail to accurately target the intended audience [105]. Not only does thisnecessitate spending more time on searching, but it also generates feelings ofdissatisfaction. This issue of knowledge retrieval will be addressed in Section4.4.
4.2 Knowledge Taxonomy
The effectiveness of a KB is also determined by the design of its taxonomy,which provides the domain specifications through a shared vocabulary. Tax-onomy plays a crucial role in developing a structure for KBs.  It defines thecategories of a KB at a high level and the specific components at a low level
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[106]. Since knowledge taxonomy is a hierarchical relationship, it is closelyrelated to the concept of granularity as discussed in Section 4.3.1.2.
The way to classify knowledge in the KB is a topic that lacks consensus. Var-ious studies have highlighted different approaches to classifying knowledgerepositories. Generally, knowledge can be categorized into four types: know-what, know-why, know-how, and know-who [107], [108]. However, [109]demonstrated that most repositories are typically classified by subject areas,such as procurement, cost control, and risk management. On the other hand,[110] proposed an alternative classification, where project knowledge is cat-egorized based on activities. [111] focuses on the design process phases andattempts to determine the appropriate knowledge for each phase and its pur-pose such as Problem definition, Preliminary design, Design communication,Final design, etc. In the context of construction projects, [112] identifiedthree types of project knowledge: technical knowledge, concerning the prod-uct, its components, and technologies; procedural knowledge, concerning theproduction and utilization of the product in a project; and organizationalknowledge, concerning communication and collaboration.
By drawing upon the various knowledge classification approaches, [113] de-veloped a comprehensive taxonomy that encompasses diverse types ofknowledge essential to design engineering, illustrated in Figure 7. This tax-onomy took the different classifications and requirements for knowledge andeliminated the ones considered irrelevant to the design engineering field. Thetaxonomy consists of five knowledge dimensions, with each dimension rep-resenting a unique aspect of knowledge:

· Origin: The source of knowledge within an organization, categorizedas either internal or external.
· Nature:  the way knowledge is  expressed,  captured,  and shared.  It  isclassified into Explicit, Implicit, and Tacit.
· Concretization level: Knowledge’s Level of detail, categorized as eitherGeneral or Specific.
· Situation of knowledge acquisition: the context in which theknowledge was acquired. It is classified into Experience, Contact, andHuman.
· Subject: the perspective or the types of knowledge field, includingProduct knowledge, Process knowledge, Supplier of knowledge, andEnvironment.
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Figure 7. Design Engineering Knowledge Taxonomy. Source: [113]
The  five  design  knowledge  dimensions  allow the  taxonomy to  have  a  dualpurpose: classification of knowledge elements and acts as guidance for engi-neers on the various types of knowledge required when encountering noveldesign challenges [60]. Thus, the taxonomy would be under constant consid-eration  throughout  the  development  of  this  thesis’s  KB,  ensuring  compre-hensive coverage of generated knowledge during the bridge design processand its subsequent representation in the implementation phase.
4.3 Knowledge Reuse:
4.3.1 Reusing Engineering Design Knowledge
According to an ethnographic study of design knowledge reuse in AEC indus-try [59], designers, like architects and structural engineers, place a strongemphasis on reusing knowledge from previous projects in their work. Reuseof knowledge commonly takes the form of standard details. These are smalldesign elements that remain consistent across different projects, such as boltconnections. The standard details usually appear on design output drawings.In the interview, the designers stressed the importance of fully comprehend-ing a detail before using it in a new project. They highlighted that the processof structural design encompasses far more than simply assembling standard-ized components. Designers, especially structural engineers, often reuse de-sign tools such as spreadsheets and structural analysis models. This practiceis extremely common as the study mentioned personal accumulation of toolscollection and incorporating spreadsheets into the company standards re-pository.  Another common practice is to consult or verify assumptions madein previous projects similar to the current project. The reason is twofold, oneis the iterative nature of design work and second is the continuous improve-ment of design engineers. By going through iterative cycles, the accuracy ofinformation is refined with each iteration [114]. And the designers who en-gage in this activity gain new insights and perspectives that may challenge
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their initial assumptions. In the long run, those who tap into the experiencefrom previous iterations or similar projects can push the boundaries of theirdesigns and deliver better solutions.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, knowledge reuse in design engineeringknowledge repositories poses significant challenges. [115] gave two charac-teristics present in structural design but not in the general document reposi-tories that cause these challenges: the unique structure of construction con-tent and the distinct information needs and searching habits of engineers.The first characteristic directly affects the reusability of knowledge and thus,it  is  discussed here while the second characteristic  is  related to knowledgeretrieval and is elaborated in Section 4.4.
[115] continue to argue that context and granularity are fundamental con-cepts of structural design knowledge. They are considered when evaluatingthe relevance of the retrieved knowledge to the users. In other words, the ef-fectiveness of a civil engineering KB is determined by these 2 factors.
4.3.1.1 Context
The concept of context is of great importance in cognitive psychology, lin-guistics, and computer science [116]. It is defined as not a static state but ra-ther a dynamic part of a process involving the interacting human. Contextualinformation can be any available elements during an interaction, such asidentity, spatial and temporal details, environmental factors, social circum-stances, nearby resources, physiological measurements, and emotionalstates.
[117] establishes several connections between knowledge and context: con-text and knowledge are the same since knowledge cannot be understood iso-lated from context. The structure and level of detail of context change andevolve with the ever-changing focal point. [77] also agrees as they introducedthe  notion  of  knowledge  in  context.  The  knowledge  in  context  is  rich,  de-tailed, and contextual when it is embedded within a designer's memory.
Indeed, the knowledge of structural design process is highly context-specific.It requires a comprehensive understanding of the applying situation for theknowledge to be valid. For example, a holistic knowledge of a composite deckis the evolution of the design process from initial sketches and rough calcu-lations to intricate 3D BIM (Building Information Modeling) models, analy-sis, simulations, design rationale, and the relationships of cross-disciplinaryperspectives. Moreover, in project-based environments of structural design,having access to the appropriate knowledge plays a crucial role in preventingduplicated knowledge and the repetition of mistakes across projects [115].
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Different approaches exist to define and quantify context, including text-based analysis, hierarchical structures, and the utilization of metadata.Metadata, in particular, serves a dual function by condensing and organizingknowledge for subsequent reuse, establishing mutual relationships within anontology [118]. That is, metadata provides context at different levels of gran-ularity of an ontology. For example, each level of a project’s hierarchy (Disci-pline or Component) included metadata that described its content, such asname, cost, design data, and maintenance data [115].
The study by [59] found that senior engineers explain design knowledge tonovice engineers by exploring two dimensions of context: the project contextand the evolutionary history. Specifically, the exploration comprises a totalof six degrees of freedom, up, down, and sideways for each of the two contex-tual dimensions.

· Project context:
This dimension refers to the relationships between items. Conceptually, itcan be visualized by positioning an item in a 2D space of depth and breadth.Depth is moving up and down, going from component to subassembly andvice versa, respectively. For example, a structural component's depth wouldinvolve its parent Discipline and grandparent Project, its children subassem-blies, and grandchildren sub-subassemblies. Breadth is moving sidewaysfrom  one  item  to  related  items.  For  example,  a  structural  component'sbreadth would involve other similar components from the repository, regard-less of the project.
The significance of project context in knowledge reuse becomes evident asthe senior engineer considers the tradeoffs made during the design of stand-ard details. A decision must be made between knowledge-rich details that arehighly specific and generic details that are widely applicable. The tradeoff isvery difficult since when a typical detail is extracted from its project contextand standardized, it loses much of its value. This also leads to a lack of effec-tiveness in reusing unfamiliar systems in which the design knowledge theyoffer is decontextualized. The essential contextual information can only beprovided by the senior engineer, who either created or worked with the sys-tem originally.

· Evolution history:
Equally important is the evolutionary history. Evolutionary history is theprogression of design, from a set of requirements to a fully designed physicalentity. Similar to project context, up and down movements represents goingfrom detailed to conceptual design and vice versa, respectively, while side-ways movements involve the exploration of alternative design options.
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Evolution is demonstrated when a novice designer reuses an old component,senior engineers always explain the facts behind the design and throughoutits  evolution.  The  novice  engineer  might  even  question  the  missing  infor-mation to understand the purpose and underlying reasoning behind a design.Such information is significant for determining how the component shouldbe modified before it could be effectively reused.
4.3.1.2 Granularity
Granularity can be defined as the position of an item within the hierarchy.For example:  a project, represented by a bridge, is at a coarser level com-pared to a bolt plate that constitutes a tiny level of granularity [115]. Granu-larity and context are both basic structuring mechanisms in various reason-ing tasks performed by humans. It enables us to structure a continuous real-ity into a more handleable hierarchical structure of finite domains [116].Moreover, contextual information can be derived from granularity [119].Items at lower granularity levels can be contextualized by parent items. Sim-ilarly, information at higher levels of granularity, such as a steel girder, canbe  enriched  and  clarified  by  the  details  of  its  subparts,  such  as  flange  andweb.
According to [120], The level of granularity in a model is influenced by factorssuch as the scope and purpose, user requirements, and available resources.The choice of granularity has significant implications for various stages of theKB construction process, from design and analysis to reuse. Selecting an ap-propriate level of granularity involves considering multiple factors and strik-ing a balance. The chosen level should be sufficiently detailed to support ac-curate reuse of design tasks in complex bridge design while avoiding exces-sive detail that may hinder user navigation through the design process [121].This  requires  defining  the  scope  or  boundaries,  adopting  a  modeling  ap-proach, and making informed decisions on how to represent specific real-world entities [122].
Typically, the focus of granularity lies within the product domain and is notcommonly addressed in the design of process modeling. Despite that, the sig-nificance of granularity in the process domain should not be overlooked sinceit can significantly impact the behavior of process models. But no matter thedomain, defining granularity is a complex task as it relies on subjective con-cepts and lacks a clear theoretical foundation. It can hardly be measured andsince anything can be treated as a complicated object, it usually falls on hu-man subjectivity to determine the granularity level [123]. One notable dis-tinction between process model and product model is that it does not havephysical elements that could be used as a baseline. This makes process modelharder to break down without affecting its performance. For example,coarser models may combine multiple tasks into one, which becomes
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problematic if it masks the iteration nature of the processes. Thus, it is crucialfor process models to capture the relevant process structure in sufficient de-tail without excessively complicating the model [120].
4.3.1.3 Context–Granularity Interaction
As [59] observed, reusing elements from previous designs in new designs canincrease productivity but may limit creativity in the design process. Whilereusing small pieces of previous design may not significantly enhance a de-signer's productivity, it is less likely to compromise the creativity of the over-all design. As mentioned, in the AEC industry, it is common practice to reusestandard details from one project in a completely different project. Thesestandard details, being small parts of design in nature, can be applied in var-ious design scenarios without compromising the creativity of the new design.Conversely,  larger  design  pieces  contain  more  knowledge  but  are  also  lessreusable. This was exemplified in the study when specific details for an ele-vator  pit,  which  was  designed  for  the  original  project,  have  to  be  strippeddown of its features and components to focus on the essential subcompo-nents of an elevator pit, making it more generic and applicable across differ-ent projects.
This behavior can be understood by considering the interactions between twofactors: the level of granularity, which ranges from the entire structure to itssmaller sub-components, and the level of abstraction (precision), whichspans from abstract ideas to precisely defined elements. These two factorsare then conceptualized as dimensions of a two-dimensional knowledgespace [59], as depicted in Figure 8.
At the upper right corner of the knowledge space, the reused knowledge in-volves precise, whole structural elements, such as reusing a bridge design. Inthis scenario, a lot of reuse occurs (reusing all parts of the structure) with atrade-off in creativity since the entire element is reused without modificationor alternatives. In contrast, at the lower left corner of the knowledge space,the reused knowledge involves generic and smaller parts of the elements,such as reusing the idea of putting rebars around opening. In this case, reusetakes place without compromising the originality of the solution.
Finally, [77] concluded that the reusability of a design item depends on itslevel of granularity and precision. These characteristics play a significant rolein determining the suitability of the item for reuse. They suggested that itemswith finer granularity and convey abstract concepts have higher levels of re-usability. This aligns with the modularity concept in Section 6.3.3 and user’sinformation retrieval habits in Section 4.4.
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Figure 8. Precision and granularity represent the balancing act betweenproductivity and creativity. Source: [59]
4.3.2 Reaching reusability
Despite the suggestion of fine granularity and fine abstraction for optimalknowledge reuse, not all design knowledge and process can be of the samegranularity level. Relying on a single granularity results in a limited and in-flexible representation of building block functions and the process flow, mak-ing it challenging to fully comprehend the diverse range of knowledge re-quired in the process [124]. Examples of multi-granularity needs for differentbuilding blocks are: a Grasshopper script for rebar modeling on a bridge deckis a lower granularity than the encompassing level of the Eurocode 2: Designof concrete structures, and higher granularity than the tendon profiles usedin the Tekla model. Multi-granularity structure should be used to organizedesign knowledge, enabling a more comprehensive understanding of the in-ternal relationships within the knowledge.
When choosing the granularity to structure the design KB, we must be awareof a conflict in reusability, illustrated in Figure 9. While there tends to be apreference for decomposing design elements toward fine granularity levels,it is not always beneficial [123]. In fact, coarse-grained elements offer highreuse efficiency, due to their significant contribution to the system, but lowreusability, due to highly specific problem-solving capabilities. On the otherhand, fine-grained elements are required to achieve maximum flexibility andreusability for the opposite reasons. This behavior aligns with the context-granularity dynamic in Section 4.3.1.2.
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Figure 9. Conflicts in reusability when granularity changes. Source: [125]
In addition to its impact on reusability, it has been observed that granularityis inversely related to managerial objectives such as cost-effectiveness, cus-tomization, and maintainability [126]. When granularity is coarser, the main-tainability increases and cost decreases due to a reduced number of compo-nents and interactions needed, thereby enhancing efficiency and robustness.In contrast, fine granularity facilitates flexibility in component assembling inexchange for higher cost and harder maintenance.
Therefore, the selection of a granularity level requires careful balancing ofcost and benefits from reusability. The effort in constructing the model forKB depends on the granularity level [120]. For example, reaching an agree-ment on abstract models can be time-consuming, while developing highlydetailed models demands specific skill sets and computational resources.Managing, deploying, and maintaining fine-grain models require substantialeffort. Additionally, fine-grained models may pose challenges in eliciting therequired information since such information is not readily available in manyscenarios.
Given the cost-benefit factors, it is still necessary to find the minimum levelof granularity in for the simplest workable model [127]. The question to askis whether adding more detail serves to enhance model fidelity or not. If not,it  can  even  lead  to  a  model  that  is  excessively  complex  and  challenging  tocalibrate, use, and interpret [128]. Asking the opposite question is also valid:can the decomposed elements accommodate requirement changes throughconfiguration? If not, then its granularity should be increased [129].
In addition to cost-benefit, and model fidelity considerations, decisions re-garding the granularity should also take into the factors specific to the natureof the engineering design process. Engineering design involves both productand process modeling, which are often treated as separate entities but canalso be integrated [130]. It is important to recognize that the granularitychoices made in one domain can have an impact on the other. For instance,the level of granularity in a product model can affect design process sequenc-ing [131]. Therefore, when multiple models are present in the final product,
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maintaining the harmony of different levels of granularity across the modelsis crucial to avoid inconsistencies [120].
Another consideration affecting granularity is that engineering design pro-cesses are iterative. It requires selecting a modeling approach and makingindividual decisions on how to represent specific real-world behavior [122].One example is the modeling of two closely related tasks: they can either becombined into one, simplifying the model but obscuring the iterative behav-ior, or treated as separate tasks, capturing the iteration loop [120]. The sec-ond choice is briefly discussed through the clustering concept in Section6.3.3. Either choice is driven by the choice of the modeler, supported byclearly articulated requirements [132].
As discussed since the beginning of this section, achieving the optimal levelof granularity was not a straightforward task in practice and no clear answercould be given in this thesis. However, a constant is that the knowledge ele-ment must accommodate design knowledge reuse. According to [6], the keyto achieving design reusability is ensuring that the design’s functionality ful-fills a specific need for the user. This means that either the entire design orcertain components of it are duplicated or commonly used across multipleapplications. This requirement can be satisfied in three ways. Firstly, the de-sign part implements a common basic function. For example, a calculationtemplate is reused for load combination check. Secondly, designers reuse acomponent in their designs to adhere to standards without needing an in-depth understanding of the standard itself or its implementation details. Forexample, steel beam profiles are reused to adhere to industrial or nationalstandards. Lastly, designs are reused inherently as part of the design evolu-tion. Since a large part of a design remains unchanged as more functionalitiesare added, it automatically serves as a solid foundation for subsequent designrevisions.
4.4 Knowledge Retrieving
Knowledge reuse requires an effective knowledge retrieval method. Variousretrieval tools have been developed, including search engine techniques, theautomatic clustering or classification of documents, and user or expertiseprofiles [133]. Although, two fundamental methods that are the most widelyused, especially in the AEC industry are browsing and keyword searching[55]. Browsing: users navigate through the KB based on the index until thedesired information is located. The effectiveness of browsing depends on theformatting, structuring, and classification of knowledge. In the context of aconstruction company, project knowledge is organized in a taxonomy of pro-cesses and activities. This allows users to retrieve specific knowledge directlyrelated to the relevant activity in the KB. Keyword searching: A method forlocating digital data by pattern-matching a keyword or phrase. Keyword
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search  works  most  effectively  when an  area  of  interest  is  determined.  Theapproach is commonly employed in conventional web search engines. Thisretrieval method is used extensively by construction companies as well. Athird method worth mentioning is querying. Query searches typically operateunder  the  assumption  of  existing  relations  or  structures  within  the  KB.  Inessence, query searches are regulated by stringent syntax rules akin to com-mand languages, utilizing keywords or positional parameters [60].
The methods of retrieval align with two distinct approaches to interactingwith a knowledge repository [134]. The first approach is the retrieval mode,where users have a specific information need that they express through que-ries. The system then takes these queries as input and generates a ranked setof items as output. The second approach is the exploration mode, which oc-curs when users have a general information need and engage in browsing therepository. In this mode, the process of exploration holds significance along-side the actual retrieval of items, as it contributes to the user's understandingof the content. Ranking the relevance of items in the repository is essentialfor both interaction modes, whether it is to retrieve the most relevant itemsor to guide the user's exploration.
As [135] observed, the reuse process of AEC professionals consists of two es-sential steps: engineers locate the reusable items and then understand theseitems within their created context. This is because design and constructionknowledge is context-specific, requiring knowledge retrievers to possess acertain  level  of  expertise  and  experience  or  be  provided  with  them  by  theknowledge system, to effectively interpret the codified knowledge [55]. Thecontextual information ranges from structural hierarchy to the meaning andpurposes behind the retrieved knowledge, such as legislation or maintenancecosts. Therefore, an effective tool for supporting reuse must enable identify-ing reusable items and aid in their comprehension [136]. Such a task is ex-tremely difficult due to engineers usually have distinct information needs.The difficulty arises when engineers are unsure of what they are searchingfor, except that it should be a relevant standard for their current design task.[137] notes that users frequently fail to utilize reuse systems because they areunaware of the system's relevant content or cannot formulate effective que-ries. To address this, a reuse system should be capable of assessing the rele-vance between the current task of interest and the items in the repository.Such implicit queries can greatly assist novices who are unfamiliar with therepository's contents. On the other hand, designers with more experience orthose in search of specific items, which they may have previously worked on,should be able to formulate explicit queries [59].
To summarize, the context-specific of engineering content and the uniqueinformation requirements of civil engineers render traditional retrieval tech-niques and visualization methods less effective. As a result, a customized
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solution that is tailored to the specialized nature of civil engineering designknowledge is necessary. This solution needs to offer a balance between gran-ularity levels was crucial, as too fine-grained components lacked context andwere deemed less relevant by users. The retrieved contents should be the spe-cific sections of a document rather than the entire document, but metadataabout context and general details of the whole document is required to un-derstand the retrieved sections [136], [138-140]. Complex tasks, particularlydecision-making tasks, benefitted more from contextual information com-pared to simple fact-finding tasks, which could be addressed with narrowercontextual information [141]. Finally, user should receive the result in an or-der ranked by relevance
4.5 Requirements of a KB
At this stage, we have examined numerous factors that influence KBs. It isnow essential to address other technical aspects and outline the requirementsfor establishing a successful KB. In doing so, we must consider the needs ofboth knowledge users and knowledge contributors. In essence, a KB entailstwo primary information flows: the dissemination of information and its ex-traction or utilization.
The study conducted by [142] addresses the three essential requirements ofa KB, namely the ability to manipulate knowledge in various forms, low effortand ease of interaction with knowledge, and the ability to update and actual-ize knowledge. Building upon these requirements, [49] emphasizes the sig-nificance of catering to the needs and expectations of diverse end-users.Thus, he stresses the importance of a clear and structured KB to facilitatedocumenting, searching, and reusing knowledge. Furthermore, [143] sug-gested that offering various ways of visualization, such as filtering and con-textual view, can enhance information retrieval and understanding of the re-trieved knowledge. This aspect becomes particularly useful for teaching pur-poses and when integrating new designers into a company.
The doctoral thesis by xx provides 2 core values that frame the requirementsfor any KB. Lauer proposes two hypotheses:

· By having well-defined and descriptive parameters shared by bothprocesses and documents, it is possible to automatically make connec-tions between processes and documents and thus, draw conclusionsabout their relevance,
· As a consequence of the first point, when processes and documentsare connected, users experience tangible benefits of combined valuesof the knowledge and the context surrounding it.

In light of the above, the following eight requirements rose.
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Based on the aforementioned considerations, the building block concept ne-cessitated the following nine requirements:
· Reuse is the main goal of the building block concept
· Building  blocks  are  tools  and  documents  from  different  granularitylevels in context. A KB should be able to represent the knowledgethrough every level of complexity and abstraction, showing the wholepicture of the contained knowledge. This is in the form of general de-tails provided by metadata and multimedia KR.
· The documents and tools are contained in a building block
· Building blocks are process-oriented. As mentioned before, having aconnection between processes and documents facilitates understand-ing of reused knowledge, particularly for inexperienced engineers.
· Building block’s value must be intuitive and easily recognized.
· Building blocks can be viewed from different perspectives. Differentpeople coming from different areas or sectors will contribute to thebuilding block. They have different information needs and ways to ac-cess information.
· Building  blocks  can  be  extracted.  The  search  function  can  find  theknowledge associated with user-provided parameters.
· The extracted results are adjusted to demand. The KB provides theright amount and relevant knowledge only, hiding meaninglessknowledge from the user.
· Building blocks can be updated and new Building blocks can be added.Must come with a version control function.
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5 Knowledge-based System Development
5.1 Knowledge-based System Choice
Having established the theoretical background and usage context, it is timeto develop the KBS supporting the building block concept. The type of KBSthat matches our vision is the Expert System (ES). ES is designed to imitatethe abilities of a human expert in a specific domain to solve problems or makedecisions. With the automation of problem-solving (designing tasks automa-tion) can be achieved with CD already, what we want to focus on here is theability to make decisions of ES.
The ES consists of many elements (Figure 10). Each one plays a role inachieving its main function of making intelligent decisions and accordingly[47], meeting the requirements of the building block concept:

· Knowledge Base: a collection of where the knowledge is stored. In thebuilding block concept, the knowledge is the design tasks comprisinga design process, also known as the building blocks.
· Knowledge acquisition module: helps when building up new KB
· Inference engine: the “brain” of the ES. The engine interprets the us-er's input and uses KB to generate the appropriate output, which canbe newly inferred knowledge or knowledge consistency check results[144].
· Explanatory interface: it explains how the conclusion was reached bythe ES.
· User interface: allow humans to use and interact with the ES. Throughthis, we input the problem that the ES provides answer for.

Typically, the development of an ES involves the collaboration of three keyparties: the domain expert, the knowledge engineer, and the software engi-neer [146]:
· The domain expert holds crucial importance in the ES developmentteam, possessing extensive knowledge and skills in a specific domain.This expert is responsible for effectively communicating their exper-tise and investing a significant amount of time in the system's devel-opment process.
· The knowledge engineer works alongside the expert and takes on therole of designing, constructing, and testing the ES. They engage with
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the expert to determine appropriate reasoning methods and make de-cisions regarding the representation of knowledge within the system.
· The programmer is tasked with the actual programming work, trans-lating the domain knowledge into a computer-understandable format.Nowadays, modern applications implement ES concepts throughbasic coding without being classified as part of AI [147]. In some cases,a programmer is not needed when utilizing ES shells, which providepre-built components and an empty KB. Consequently, the knowledgeengineer's primary responsibility becomes populating the KB [148].

Figure 10. Expert system elements. Adapted: [145]
5.2 Methodology
According to [149], the development of design KBS applications for the AECindustry has been relatively limited, and even less information regarding thedeveloping methods of such applications. This hinders the ability to buildupon previous research findings and a KBS methodology for the constructionindustry is still missing [150]. However, alternative methodologies fromother fields exist, such as CommonKADS, which was created at the Universityof Amsterdam and finds more extensive use in computer sciences [151]. An-other example is MOKA (Methodology and tools Oriented to Knowledge-based engineering Applications), a more general methodology that does notreadily suit the needs of the construction industry [152].
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Considering the necessity and constraints associated with this thesis, a moregeneralized  framework  (Figure  11)  for  knowledge  acquisition  had  been  se-lected over other comprehensive models. The knowledge acquisition processentails a four-step cycle [153]: Elicitation, Representation, Implementation,and Validation. Elicitation involves identifying and categorizing the dataused by field experts and defining vocabularies, taxonomies, and rules. Rep-resentation focuses on representing knowledge in a formal language thataligns closely with the implementation phase. This step involves developingdomain ontologies and outlining strategies for problem-solving. Implemen-tation is the stage where expertise is transformed into a knowledge-basedprogram. Finally, Validation serves as the last step, wherein experts test andverify the accuracy, completeness, and correctness of system data and rules.

Figure 11. KBS development generalized framework. Source: [153]
Scope and assumptions
The focus of this Master's thesis revolves around the development of an ESand its specific emphasis on two crucial steps within the design process: Elic-itation and Representation. These steps hold significant importance in ad-dressing the fundamental questions outlined in Section 1.2.2 regarding theconcept of building blocks. With this in mind, the ES aims to fulfill the fol-lowing objectives:
In our perception, building blocks are synonymous with the associated fileslinked to design tasks. These design tasks, or rather the functions they per-form,  can  be  viewed  as  fragments  of  knowledge  within  a  dynamic  design
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workflow. The ES harnesses the potential of these design tasks to make in-formed decisions when selecting the relevant files for user queries. It is es-sential to note that the design tasks serve to provide the context in which thebuilding blocks (design tasks) and their corresponding files can be utilized.It offers a recommended framework of the design workflow and possibly beextended into a step-by-step instructional guide to the design but by no meanan established rigid design sequence that must be followed.
To streamline the knowledge requirement and present a representative de-sign process, our focus will be on a specific type of bridge: the concrete girderbridge. We have intentionally excluded the conceptual and preliminary de-sign phases from the scope of this study. This decision was driven by the factthat effectively executing these tasks would entail grappling with tacit andheuristic knowledge, necessitating either its explicit conversion or an exceed-ingly sophisticated reasoning system. Given the constraints of time and re-sources within this thesis, such an undertaking was deemed impractical.Consequently, we opted to concentrate on the detail design phase, which of-ferred a lot of explicit information, making it more easier to modeling andrepresentation.
Considering the aims and objectives outlined in Section 1.3, the scope of ourwork is bounded by the goal of developing a proof-of-concept product. Thisapproach enables us to evaluate the feasibility and efficacy of the proposedsolution in real-world scenarios before embarking on the actual develop-ment. Hence, our modeling process will not encompass a comprehensive rep-resentation but rather focus on acquiring sufficient knowledge to depict typ-ical design flows and behaviors, serving as a foundation for validating theproposed idea.
Certain assumptions were made during the modeling of the design processto keep it manageable. Firstly, it was assumed that there would be no cross-discipline activities or information exchange. This means that the StructuralDesign team is the only discipline designing the bridge system, eliminatingthe need for a discipline hierarchy. Also, there would be no managing workin the design process since they can be considered as 2 different functions[154], [155]. The managerial work is project-specific and happens in parallelto  the  design  work  [156].  The  author  deems it  not  relevant  to  the  topic  athand.
Additionally, it was assumed that all the information in the model would bedetermined information. This assumption negated the necessity to modelquestions, queries, and information requests. Similar to how a designerwould require a well-defined brief before designing a project, the ES couldonly consider goals that had been explicitly instructed [157].
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The last assumption was that all information transfer would occur throughrecords of digital mediums, making it possible to document and record allexchanges. This ensured that information was well-documented and accessi-ble as explicit knowledge.
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6 Knowledge Elicitation
6.1 Elicitation methodology
Knowledge elicitation is the crucial first step in our development process. Itis not only challenging but also time-consuming in nature, which tends toimpose a significant bottleneck on the overall construction of knowledge-based systems[158]. The extent of detail attainable during the elicitation pro-cess is typically bounded by the available knowledge, the system's intendedpurpose, and the specific type of explanation sought by the end user. Twomain methods were used in this thesis to tackle this endeavor effectively: ex-pert interviews and literature reviews.
The first method, and also the most common one, is to explore the availabilityof experts in bridge design who would be inclined to participate in ourknowledge elicitation process. In complex and diverse domains like struc-tural design, it is common for experts to possess proficiency limited to a spe-cific subset within the domain. Even in a seemingly unified domain, there isa multitude of distinct expertise at closer look [159] [160]. By gaining multi-ple perspectives from different experts, the knowledge model is grounded ona  shared  knowledge  foundation  within  the  domain.  However,  this  thesisfailed to perform this first method in a significant extend.
Many factors constrained this thesis from acquiring the necessary expertsources and limiting the level of detail of the models. Firstly, the knowledgeelicitation process was constrained by the willingness and limited amount oftime available for the expert. Experts are busy people with their own tasks,and it is difficult to ask them to dedicate significant time to the iterative de-velopment of the ES. It also didn’t help that the theoretical basis of the build-ing block concept was still evolving and lacked clarity at the time of imple-mentation.  This  made  it  harder  to  determine  the  scope  of  information  re-quired from experts. As a result, due to the time constraints of the thesis, theelicitation process had to proceed with the ambiguous collected information.The finished form of the building block in the future should be clear and val-idated from real-life experience of multiple experts. However, it is possiblethat even with multiple experts’ participation a comprehensive and unifiedKR would not emerge as contradictions and conflicts that may turn up wheneliciting knowledge from multiple experts[161]
Due to the mentioned challenges, a decision was made to expedite the crea-tion of a working prototype within a short timeframe using the expertise of asingle individual, who is also my Advisor. This approach can facilitate moreeffective communication of the research objective as it develops. Focusing onthe prototype can also demonstrate the potential of the proof-of-conceptproduct to potential future collaborators who could contribute during the
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model-building stage. Despite this, it is important to acknowledge that thechosen expert was significantly occupied and could only provide feedbackand recommendations for our model. In the absence of a comprehensive in-terview, knowledge acquisition primarily relied on personal experience andother elicitation methods. As a student with limited experience in bridge de-signing, the model may contain inaccuracies and omissions. However, theprocess model still captures the essential characteristics of a typical bridgedesign process.
Paralleled to the expert interviewing process, an extensive literature reviewwas conducted. The purpose is to enhance the understanding of the relevantconcepts utilized in the model as well as to incorporate insights from relevantscientific studies without starting from scratch. The AEC sector has a pleth-ora of ontology-related studies, primarily about vertical buildings and bridgeinspection and evaluation. Notably, these studies can be categorized intothree groups: general knowledge modeling, information extraction and shar-ing, and reasoning and conformance checking [162]
The  first  group  focus  on  KM through the  creation  of  general  domain  KBs.These KBs are not specific to any particular application context and serve asa foundation for developing specific ontologies. Various general ontologieshave been developed to formalize knowledge related to building and infra-structure construction, encompassing important concepts such as products,stakeholders, and processes [163], [164]. Other efforts shift the target to BIM,where various ontologies have been created to enhance information sharingand collaboration. One notable example is the IFC (Industry FoundationClasses) developed by BuildingSMART, which serves as a widely used plat-form for seamless exchange of construction data [165]. Additionally, the e-COGNOS project introduced a prototype ontology for the construction do-main, enabling semantic KM and supporting activities such as semantic in-dexing, information retrieval, and ontology-based collaboration.[166]
Both the second and third group is context-dependent. For the informationextraction and sharing group, studies concentrate on establishing semanticconnections between various sources of information and utilizing queries toretrieve  relevant  data[85].  This  means  two  searching  techniques  are  sup-ported, keywords match and browsing semantically related information. Notlimited to semantic information, file link containing the established relationcan  be  added,  eliminating  the  need  to  contact  the  designer.  For  example,[167] linked building design elements with semantic information to managedesign constraints which allows collaboration between multiple users on aproject.
Ontologies in the second group can be further subcategorized into object-ori-ented and process-oriented. The former organizes based on physical objects,
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such as building elements like walls and windows, into taxonomies, while thelatter focuses on sequencing and constraining tasks [168]. Object-orientedontologies are more prominent due to the availability of various physical el-ements taxonomies, such as UNIFORMA for building elements[169]. Fur-thermore, they are primarily used to store extracted static information fromdigital  sources,  such  as  building  engineering  systems  [170],  damage  [171],and structural health [172]. On the other hand, simplified process-orientedontologies were developed to store progress-related information, such astracking and monitoring project progress using qualitative metrics [168],masonry work procedures to facilitate risk information retrieval [173], andenergy plant projects constraint information [174]
For the third and final group, reasoning work is performed using rules andreasoners to facilitate complex decision-making processes and ensure com-pliance. This approach allows for the identification of implicit knowledge re-lating to specific attributes or relationships between entities. Examples ofcompliance checks include: embedded safety rules in the ontology that detectsafety regulations violations in building elements and areas [173] and condi-tion evaluation rules that assess the condition of individual components andthe overall bridge[171]. Examples of decision-making include: PV-TONS on-tology to enhance selection of photovoltaic systems [175], rule-based deci-sion-making for manufacturers in the Chinese steel industry [176], and thedesign of complex railway portal frames [177].
Specific application of KBS and ES in the field of bridge design has been rel-atively limited, mainly focusing on conceptual and preliminary design stages,as well as evaluation and rating processes [102]. Particularly, the purposes ofbridge KBS has been for rating, system selection, damage assessment, plan-ning, evaluation, and management. Some tools used in conceptual and pre-liminary design utilize a database of past bridge projects to provide solutionsfor new problems through information matching or more advanced methodslike Fuzzy Logic, Artificial Neural Networks, Genetic Algorithms, etc. Exist-ing bridge engineering ontologies and KBS were not built to be design repos-itories and there is a lack of necessary domain-specific knowledge to effec-tively manage bridge design information, such as constraints and tasks [85].
6.2 Informal Model
6.2.1 Choice of Representation
At the end of knowledge elicitation, an elicitation model is produced. It actsas an intermediate model, or informal model, to analyze the acquiredknowledge effectively alongside the prototype development. The purpose wasnot to create a comprehensive and formal paper model of expertise but ratherto construct an informal model that could serve as a valuable tool for
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organizing, structuring, and analyzing specific subsets of domain knowledge.This informal model could be adapted into a formal model in the followingSection  7.2.  Also,  as  noted  by  [178],  when  using  human  language  andgraphics to display interconnected semantic patterns, the informal model iseasy to read and understand. It can act as a communication tool utilized dur-ing the elicitation and validation processes, as well as to store knowledge forfuture  reuse[178].  Through  the  informal  model,  fundamental  aspects  ofbuilding block concepts that support knowledge reuse, including their form(choice of representation), size (granularity and abstraction), and connec-tions (attributes and properties), are answered. It also attempted to meet therequirements of a reusable KB from Section 4.5
Various types of graphical models can be used to represent the structural de-sign process [179] but IDEF0 (Icam DEFinition for Function Modeling) hasbeen recognized as the most suitable technique [7], [179], [180]. IDEF0 is atype of flowchart model that allows the representation of a process from aninformation perspective rather than focusing on the temporal one.
According to [156], the IDEF0 technique possesses three key characteristicsthat make it a suitable tool for modeling systems of interconnected processesor tasks at different levels of granularity and with encapsulation:
Firstly, IDEF0 adopts a data-centric perspective, showing the transformationof information as it travels through different paths and coordination in a sys-tem. Unlike other approaches, IDEF0 does not impose or document any tem-poral control over the information flow, thus it does not represent a prede-termined sequence of task execution. This flexibility also allows for modelingand understanding of iterative tasks by providing the mechanisms of infor-mation transfer between the coupled tasks in the iterative cycle.
The second and third characteristics show that IDEF0 offers modeling op-tions based on the availability of building blocks and the level of detail re-quired. It does not mandate the modeling of individual design tasks. Instead,each design task can be treated as an encapsulated entity, with a focus onstudying the input and output of information. This enables the analysis ofinformation flows and transformations without the need for detailed model-ing of every design task.
On the other hand, IDEF0 also allows detailed modeling of a design task bybreaking it down into subtasks. The top level of the model provides a high-level overview of the design process, while the lower levels offer increasinglevels of detail. This hierarchical structure allows users to obtain an overallunderstanding of the system by examining the higher regions of the modelwhile accessing more detailed information from lower levels as necessary.More detail on this is in Section 6.3.2. IDEF0 can be constructed in a top-
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down manner, subdividing tasks, or in a bottom-up manner, aggregatingtasks. Often, a combination of both approaches is appropriate.
Moreover, the IDEF0 model served as an informal model, as mentionedabove, to store elicited knowledge, facilitating efficient communication of theknowledge gathered to the expert. This allowed for a thorough review beforeimplementation into the machine. In our case, IDEF0’s simplicity and easeto understand were crucial factors, particularly when rapid modificationswere  required  during  the  proof-of-concept  development  and  in  the  futurewhen building blocks are added or changed.
6.2.2 IDEF0 Components
This section will cover the basic techniques used in IDEF0 that are relevantto our topic at hand. Additional modeling instructions of the IDEF0 method-ology can be found in [181]. It is noted that in this thesis, the term “function”was used because the process was modeled with information requirementsand not as a time-based sequence, so “function” was more apt than “process”or “activity”. Nonetheless, the terms were used interchangeably throughoutthe rest of the thesis.
In the IDEF0 methodology, the main elements of the modeling process arefunctions (activities, actions, processes, operations…), depicted as boxes ona diagram. The data and objects that connect and interact with these func-tions are represented by arrows. The collection of the 4 different types of ar-rows (Inputs, Controls, Outputs, and Mechanisms) can be called ICOM. Ad-ditionally, IDEF0 utilizes a combination of natural language and visual rep-resentations to effectively communicate the essence of a given process. Moredetail can be seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. The basic components of IDEF0. Each side of the box gives dif-ferent roles to the arrows. Source: [114]
In principle, IDEF0 models the input-process-output (IPO) pattern with ad-ditional information requirements from control and mechanism. The designactivity utilizes available constraints and resources to convert input into out-put. The output generated by one function can subsequently serve as inputor impose constraints and mechanisms on another function, establishing asequence of information dependency. Thus, by connecting multiple functionboxes through ICOM arrows, the IDEF0 model becomes a coordinated set ofdiagrams. Furthermore, IDEF0 models aggregates and arrange diagramsinto a hierarchical structure, where the diagrams at the higher level offer alower level of detail compared to those at the lower level. This is illustratedby the linked diagram of a decomposed model in Figure 13.
The building block items can be categorized into the 4 information require-ments. The categories are not static but rather depend on the project context[182].  For instance,  the output generated from one activity can serve as aninput or control for another activity.
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Figure 13. Hierarchical structure of IDEF0 model using parent-child dia-grams. Source: [114]
For the informal model, this thesis used the IDEF0 method developed for theIDM package as described in [7] with some minor changes to suit the buildingblock concept. The authors of that paper took the traditional IDEF0 methodand refined it to make it more appropriate to model design activities and in-formation requirements.  The methodology attempts to standardize andmodularize the AEC process flows and their information contents while ac-knowledging that the nature of design projects is unique, dynamic, iterative,and interdependent. The adapted IDEF0 notations based on their refine-ments are illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14. The adapted components of IDEF0. The greyed information is notformalized. Adapted: [7]
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Mechanism encompasses various means or resources through which the de-sign process is performed to achieve accurate outcomes. It is represented byspecific steps, actions, and tools. While mechanisms typically involve humanactors, our focus here lies solely on digital knowledge and tools. Thus, mech-anisms can be either automated or manual, with examples including soft-ware, GH scripts, BIM and analysis models, Excel calculation tables, andstandardized beam profiles, see Figure 15.
Controls be categorized into two aspects: constraints and feedback. Con-straints refer to external requirements that define the quality requirementsor desired properties of the structure or its components. Controls can takevarious forms, such as national or local standards, technical specifications,design guidelines, client demands, and specific logical or physical criteria...Alternatively, feedback is a part of the iterative design process, providing val-uable information on how input can be transformed to enhance the outcomesof another design process. Feedback is a type of output and will be discussedmore below. This division of control aims to distinguish between informationfrom external sources, readily available to designers, and internal sources,where  timely  information  delivery  is  required.  In  the  current  model,  onlyconstraints are modeled since they are determined as part of the possiblemultimedia building blocks, see Figure 15. Feedback is not modeled becauseof time and complexity. But it is important in the future semantic network,especially to infer connections between building blocks.
There are two types of inputs. The first type is Assumption, reflecting the ne-cessity for designers to set domain-specific conditions to be true. Due to thefast pace of the structural design process, not all information is available intime and thus, assumptions are made based on engineering experience to in-itiate the design process. Therefore, assumptions are required as part of theengineer’s decision-making process since the chosen assumption can influ-ence which constraints or mechanisms are applicable in the design activity.Assumptions must be reasonable within the scope of the design constraintsor rather, constraints set the boundaries of the available assumptions. Theseassumptions tend to vary depending on the project and client. However, thisthesis assumed that the informal model would have all the prerequisite in-formation. Therefore, despite being potentially valuable to reasoning and in-ference in the KR stage, Assumption was not part of the informal model. Itmight serve as a valuable resource for querying and inferencing and shouldbe implemented in the future.
The second type is project-specific input. It is limited to the minimum andessential information required for the smooth functioning of the process, forexample, deck length and depth, main material of bridge, and other relevantinformation. Non-essential elements and assumptions should not be in-cluded since many of those are likely to be unavailable, especially at the
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beginning of the project. These points directly correspond to the first type ofoutput, Solution.

Figure 15. Possible building blocks categorized into ICOM types.
The first output type, Output requirement (Solution), involves transforminginputs into models, drawings, and documents to represent the outcomes ofthe current design process. These outputs serve as the solutions that keep theinformation flow moving forward and are not part of the iteration loop, a tan-gible representation of  the project's  progress and results.  This  is  shown inFigure 16

Figure 16. Example of Input requirements and the transformation into Outputrequirements. Adapted: [7]
The second type of output is Feedback. As mentioned, it plays a crucial rolein the iterative design process as any type of information from the Output ofone process can be the Control of another. Although the IDEF0 flow diagramappears linear, most processes or clusters of processes (children processes ofthe parent process) are iterated multiple times to achieve the desired design.The Feedback output can become a previous activity’s control, affecting its
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output solution and resulting in a design loop. Design loops allow for contin-uous  improvement  in  the  project.  More  detail  about  this  behavior  is  dis-cussed in Section 6.3.1
6.3 Informal Model Construction
With the IDEF0 components explained, we can model the 3 types of relation-ships in a design process: dependency, hierarchy, and substitution. The ef-fective utilization of building blocks with the IDEF0 model requires the con-sideration of all three relationships. Dependency provides insights into infor-mation exchange requirements and the positioning of building blocks withinthe design sequence. Hierarchy, on the other hand, determines the spatialand level of detail decomposition of building blocks. Lastly, alternative de-sign options facilitate specific project derivations.
It is noted that the information on structural design can be categorized intoproduct information and process information [183], [184]. To capture andorganize  such  information,  a  product  model  and  a  process  model  are  em-ployed  [185].  The  product  model  serves  as  a  host  for  various  informationabout structural systems, such as bridge type or bridge components, whilethe process model outlines the interconnections, sequence, and structure ofactivities within a process.  Only the Hierarchy and Substitution relationshipexist in the product model while all three types of relationships exist in theprocess model.  Furthermore, since the information requirements of onemodel can influence or even determine the information requirements of theother, it is crucial to maintain a similar granularity level between the twomodels.
6.3.1 Dependency Relationship
In understanding the challenges of a design process, it is crucial to grasp thefoundational dependency of information, which creates a sequential relation-ship [186]. Dependency reveals the related tasks and the design informationthey  require  and  produce.  However,  it  does  not  dictate  a  specific  order  inwhich tasks should be carried out;  its  purpose is  solely to map the path ofinformation through the design process. A look into this type of relationshipreveals the nature of task connectivity, distinguishing between parallel orpooled (independent), sequential (dependent), and coupled or reciprocal (in-terdependent) [187], illustrated in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Different types of dependency are sorted by complexity and col-laboration level. Source: [14], [186], [187]
According to [1] and [2], pooled and sequential dependencies naturally occurin designing well-defined problems. In pooled dependency, individual teammembers perform separate work and activities that are later combined to cre-ate the final product. In the sequential arrangement, work and activities flowin a unidirectional manner from one team member to another. In order toproceed, a decision must be made regarding an element or structure. Other-wise, the process will either come to a halt or won't even begin. A concretedecision in favor of a solution may initiate a sequential process, whereas adecision against a solution may trigger a new reciprocal process. The reflec-tive logic of reciprocal and intensive dependencies is needed in wicked or ill-defined design problems. Reciprocal is characterized by work and activitiesflowing back and forth between team members one by one over time. Finally,the most interdependent arrangement, intensive, requires team members tosimultaneously collaborate as one single body to accomplish their task.
There are two main types of iteration in design, illustrated in Figure 18: 1)iterations between a set of coupled design processes executed simultaneouslyas mentioned above and 2) iterations that occur within a sequential designprocess,  repeated  in  design  loops.  Type  2  of  iteration  can  happen,  for  in-stance, the architect creates a design proposal, which would then be analyzedby engineers and followed by simulations that provide feedback to adjust theinitial proposal. The type of iteration involved influences the decision to clus-ter tasks into activities or keep them separate. Coupled tasks are typicallycombined, while iterations within a sequential loop are better separated todemonstrate the dependency based on the required assumptions to initiatethe loop.
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Figure 18. Different types of dependency in a design workflow. Adapted: [7]
The majority of structural design deals with reciprocal tasks, particularly inthe initial stages. During the design phase, teams contend with a multitudeof interdependencies and complex tasks as they seek optimal solutions. It iscommon to see the design criteria and the potential solutions are intertwined,making it challenging to have a clear understanding of the logical predeces-sors ahead of time [14]. For instance, Task A relies on input from Task B toprogress, while Task B requires input from Task A to deliver its output. Thedesign  proceeds  by  going  through  many  design  loops  as  additionalknowledge is acquired after each loop. This nature makes the design processcomplex to model, as it involves a reflective logic that encompasses recipro-cal, iterative, and intensive procedures. However, as design problems are re-solved, interdependencies decrease, and the tasks become more simple andlinear in nature (e.g. drawing completion) [186].
6.3.2 Hierarchy Relationship
Another important relationship in the structural process model is the hierar-chy relationship. Each activity within the model involves the IPO patternwithout explicitly modeling the internal transformation procedure. When theneed to expand an activity and show the procedure, IDEF0 allows the decom-position of an activity and represents its finer details on separate child dia-grams. This approach ensures clarity and prevents overwhelming a single di-agram, making them too complex.
The most prominent kind of hierarchical relationship is the decompositionof a bridge into its structural parts. It is part of the building block concept’sgoal  to  develop  a  system  that  can  relate  design  processes  to  the  designedbridge element. This allows the process model to be integrated into a larger,more intricate system. Thus, it is important to develop a complementaryproduct  model  that  acts  as  a  base  to  break  down  the  process  model.  Thisproduct model also provides additional properties of the structural elementsand relationships to other models, such as material or construction methods,to the associated design process. The granularity of the process model is alsoinfluenced by this model of decomposed bridge parts. The IFC bridge partsacted as the basis of this thesis’ product model [189]
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The hierarchical structuring of a design process model does not stop at struc-tural decomposition but also process decomposition, breaking down parentprocesses into child tasks. This is crucial for two main reasons: to simplifythe modeling and enable the reuse of processes [190]. By decomposing activ-ities into more detailed levels, sub-processes and tasks can be documentedcomprehensively, allowing for a higher-level design process to be effectivelyrepresented. According to [191-194], the levels of design process can be cate-gorized and defined as follow:
· Project: The highest level. It can be considered as an end-to-end pro-cess, involving a comprehensive process that guides a system from in-ception to completion, delivering a fully functional solution that catersto the customer's requirements (also known as project deliverables).This is broken down into various design activities, including pro-cesses, sub-processes, and tasks, all aimed at fulfilling the customer'sneeds and ensuring a successful outcome.
· Process: A collection of interconnected Sub-Processes that collaborateto accomplish a specific objective that generates value (e.g. Phase de-liverable). It starts with work acquisition and concludes with the de-livery of a product or service of value to a customer. With this in mind,a design process of a project can be seen as a division of design phases
· Sub-Process: The line between Process and Sub-Process is blurry. Itrepresents the typical IPO pattern that transforms input, adds valuesto them, and provides output. In this sense, one can associate eachdeliverable item with a corresponding sub-process, which may belinked to a specific structural element. Process and sub-process arelikely to mirror the division of parts in the product model.
· Task: A broken-down component of a process or sub-process, repre-senting an action performed by a role, system, or organization withspecific ICOMs. It can be seen as a small milestone within a larger pro-cess, where it produces meaningful results, although not directly thefinal deliverable. Essentially, all activities that significantly contributeto achieving the desired outcome are integral parts of a process, e.g.calculating wind force and finding critical bending moment. Tasks, be-ing the smallest elements of value in a process or sub-process, shouldnot involve contain decision-making within and thus should not be di-vided further.
· Procedure: a set of steps, represents the atomic activity (it cannot bedecomposed  further).  In  simpler  terms,  a  procedure  can  be  under-stood as a step-by-step instruction given to someone to complete atask. It does not constitute meaningful work, e.g. calculating
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coefficient and finding characteristic strength. Procedures restrict thetask to an order of steps to be accomplished. Therefore, the task di-vided into procedures is at risk of bringing restrictions and limitingthe creativity of engineers. The only exception is in cases where a tasknecessitates specific instructions or descriptions for its execution.
This hierarchy is the basis to organize textual or non-textual building blocksinto ICOMs of various functions in the IDEF0 model. ICOMs of parent activ-ity are split and matched to the appropriate child activities, i.e., the ICOMsof  child  activities  are  aggregated  when  moving  up  the  hierarchy.  This  isshown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Bundling behavior of controls. Adapted: [195]
Typically, the decomposition preference generally lies in favor of maximumdepth. Within computer programming, functional decomposition aims tomodularize processes to the highest possible extent. In systems engineering,functional decomposition is a method for analyzing engineered systems. Thepurpose is to divide a system in a manner that allows each block within thediagram to be described independently, without the inclusion of "and" or "or"statements. This way, pure functions for each component of the system areachieved and enable reusability and replaceability. The reason is that simpli-fied and generic interfaces between modules emerge as a significant byprod-uct of this decomposition, facilitating the substitution of related or similarpure functions[196].
Despite that, it was deemed inappropriate in our specific application to breakdown all the processes to the task level. Such an approach would result in anoverwhelming number of activities, potentially providing irrelevant infor-mation and hindering clarity [197]. The depth of functional models should be
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adapted based on the specific requirements they need to fulfill, in our casedifferent types of textual and non-textual documents and CD scripts.
This concept, known as multi-granularity, recognizes the necessity of bothhigh and low levels of detail. Low-level granularity is essential for large-scaleand complex design tasks that require substantial tacit knowledge, such asthe automated reinforcement design for deck slabs. Such generative designprocess typically involves multiple stages [198], represented by sizable Grass-hopper scripts, ultimately producing specific structural components, and inour  example  is  the  complete  reinforcement  layout  of  a  deck.  On the  otherhand, high-level granularity is employed for individual practical design tasks,such as automating documentation processes like generating 2D drawingsand populating them with tags for names and numbering. Additionally, smallcode snippets can be utilized for minor tasks like text replacement, orientingcross-sections, center lining mesh pipes… As the KB system evolves andbuilding blocks are populated, more granular building blocks are expected tobe more dominant in number, catering to various specific design scenarios.
6.3.3 Substitution relationship:
The aim of the IDEF0 is to provide a generalized overview of the design pro-cess, encompassing common systems and elements[180], [199]. Such amodel represents a typical but not actual process, offering suggestive exam-ples of various aspects such as dependency, methods, and the roles of indi-viduals [190]. It can be called a reference model or the term "intermediateversion" is also used to convey that the model should be adaptable to specificcases  without  significant  compromises  [114].  Reference  models  main  pur-pose is to facilitate the reuse of knowledge in design process, providing sug-gestive examples that must be customized to suit each unique scenario.
As mentioned, reference models require certain adjustments when applyingfor specific projects. At this stage, the model becomes a specific model, cap-turing information about the actual design process and reflecting the percep-tion of the design engineer [190]. This is shown in Figure 20. However, thereexists a significant disagreement among domain experts regarding the levelof uniqueness, repeatability, and best practices of design processes. Evensimilar use cases have varied design processes across AEC companies andbridge engineers, with certain variations proving more efficient than others.[7] compared these design processes from their documentation and con-cluded that all use cases demonstrate potential for optimization. Therefore,to maximize the effective reuse of existing knowledge, the objective is to de-velop a generic representation model that includes a diverse set of design op-tions that are customizable for different contexts, such as construction meth-ods, site conditions, and client requirements [180].
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Figure 20. Knowledge levels and states of applicability. Source: [200]
In order to achieve this, [156] recommended that the reference model servesas a framework, complemented by submodels that represent design alterna-tives. The aim is to create a single model capable of encompassing the designof a "general" bridge. It should comprise a typical structural process withcomponents that can be swapped with smaller, distinct submodels. WithinIDEF0, this concept can be represented in the same manner as parent-childactivities, or in this case, generic activity and alternative options. The differ-ence is that the alternative options have no dependency on each other [199],illustrated in Figure 21. For instance, the foundation of a bridge could be de-signed as spread footing or pile slab, which entail distinct processes and in-formation dependencies and thus, they necessitate separate submodels. Thealternative options can be decomposed into corresponding submodels. By se-lecting the appropriate variety of submodels combination and integratingthem into the base “skeleton”, specific models for different projects can beconstructed.
To ensure the seamless interaction of substituted activities with other typesof relationship, especially dependency relationship, it is crucial to standard-ize the input and output of functions through encapsulation. Encapsulation,a technique employed in computer programming, minimizes inter-depend-encies among separate modules by defining strict external interfaces. By es-tablishing a clear contact between a module and its dependency, encapsula-tion allows for internal modifications of the module without affecting the ex-ternal functionality relied upon by other functions [201]. To put it simply,modularity is achieved by highly cohesive and loosely coupled activity
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clusters. This approach also enables alternative options, as it operates basedon abstract data types inheritance (Liskov substitution principle). Substitu-tion lies at the core of this inheritance type, where one module can exhibitthe same behavior and characteristics as another [202]. It also explains whyalternative options can be modeled using parent-child boxes since inher-itance is a hierarchical feature.

Figure 21. Generic activity and alternative options. Source: [199]
Clustering and encapsulation are closely related concepts when dealing withiteration loops. Clustering involves grouping interconnected elements of amodel into clusters while minimizing connectivity outside of those clusters[203]. Clustering forms groups based on relationships between design pro-cesses, such as task sequences or shared responsibilities of engineers. It iscommonly used to modularize mechanical products or software functions,where tightly coupled components are grouped into modules that are looselycoupled with the rest of the system [204]. Well-designed functions only havea number of necessary parameters that are closely aligned with the function-ality, reducing the likelihood of unintended side effects and improving reus-ability and comprehension. The goal in applying this is to achieve highly co-hesive functions that perform a well-defined set of tasks with clear input-
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output relationships, enhancing clarity, understandability, and modularity[205].
However, encapsulation brings attention to some ICOM behavior complica-tions:

· ICOM arrows of an activity create the boundaries of its correspondingdecomposition diagrams. They should match the boundary arrows(arrow with one end not connected to any box) in the decompositionof that activity, see Figure 22.
· Controls and mechanisms can be inherited from a generic activity butcan also be modified. This is similar to the business constraint of IDMpackages,  where  business  rules  can  be  used  to  vary  the  result  of  anexchange requirement without changing the requirement itself [7].Therefore, modifying the controls and mechanisms can affect the in-put and output values, but not the input and output requirementsthemselves, as the controls and mechanisms do not change the posi-tion of the block in the model.

Figure 22. Boundary arrows correspondence. An ICOM for a parent boxmay be ICOMs for one or more of its child boxes. Adapted: [181]
It  is  worth  noting  that  alternative  options  may  have  different  numbers  ofICOM compared to the generic function. The design option can inherit theinformation requirements of the generic function while adding additional re-quirements specific to that option. The generic function should only providethe baseline ICOM to be inherited instead of having all the ICOM of its vari-ations. This is a similar problem to the IDM packages where they increasedthe number of packages instead of adding additional requirements from dif-ferent use cases in the same package and making it too complex [7]. However,
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changes in design options’ ICOM must be done with consideration of the levelof difference in functionality. Since such changes might turn an alternativeoption into a completely new function. For instance, removing input and out-put requirements in an option can change its position in the model and rela-tionship with established dependent activity, making it a new function com-pletely.
6.3.4 Modeling strategy
According to [199], The development of the generic model for detailed struc-tural design involved two distinct stages. In the first stage, we identified theactivities comprising the overall design process and established a hierar-chical structure for them:

· First level: the process was divided according to the professional dis-ciplines involved, such as architecture, mechanical engineering, struc-tural  engineering,  etc.  This level  is  based on the existing division oflabor among the parties involved in the design process. However, thislevel is irrelevant to our thesis.
· Second level: By using the Product model as a baseline, we organizedeach discipline into structural systems, subsystems (joints at the endsof a girder), and sub-subcomponents (bolt groups within the joints).
· Finally, we reached the level of individual design activities, referred toas leaf tasks, such as calculation, drawing, and specifying. At this level,sequence-based thinking was adopted. It facilitated a clear under-standing of the subsequent steps in the design process. By organizinginterrelated activities together instead of solely grouping on similarconcepts, it became easier to discern the logical progression of tasks[114].

The proposed hierarchical structure incorporates two aspects of context inthe model formation: granularity and abstraction. The higher levels primarilyemploy the low-granularity/ high-abstraction, while the choice of design op-tions at lower levels is guided by the high-granularity/ low-abstraction [156].
In the second stage, the information requirements (ICOMs) were identifiedfor each leaf task at the lowest level of the hierarchy. These information re-quirements were then connected to the corresponding leaf task as appropri-ate ICOMs. ICOMs were grouped together at the higher levels of the modelto maintain clarity and manageability.
Throughout the modeling process, many rules and tips were followed to en-sure the model consistency. Some of these rules were derived from businessprocess construction practices [206], which exhibited similarities in
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modeling approaches to this thesis. The purpose of these rules was to simplifythe overall model or specific activities by removing or grouping elements thatlack significance.
· Activity Elimination: It identifies activities conducted by an internalprocess to achieve immediate objectives and provide insignificantvalue to the deliverable. The activity also lacks an associated buildingblock and has a maximum cardinality of 2 (no hierarchy)
· Coupled Activity Abstraction: Iteration can be incorporated within theprocess by grouping tasks that form a loop under an abstracted activ-ity. By doing so, the relationship between the loop and preceding orsucceeding tasks remains unaffected [199].
· Sequence Activity Abstraction: Aggregating a group of activities whenthey are executed by the same individuals, occur in a sequential man-ner, have a maximum of two sequence flows (in and out), and eitherlack any information requirements or share the same information re-quirements connected to all of them.
· Significant Activity: Activities involving information exchange be-tween different individuals or requiring decision-making are deemedsignificant and should not be abstracted or eliminated,
· Avoid Big Cluster Abstraction: The point is to avoid excessive abstrac-tion, especially in loops with sequences that have more than six activ-ities. The big cluster should be minimized by breaking it into smallerones. This could be a topic by itself and would not be covered in thisthesis. Additional information on the assessment and resolving tech-niques can be found here: [203], [207]

[7] provided some general tips that can be adopted when iteratively con-structing the functions:
1. Identify industry best practices and use them as a basis for construct-ing a function.
2. Describe function in a generic manner that allows for internal optimi-zation by users, without requiring change to external interfaces.
3. Adopting a bottom-up approach for considering the information ex-change by prioritizing defining leaf tasks.
4. Accept the need for iterations when defining the ICOM of activity, asthey must be harmonized with the surrounding design processes.
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5. Design  activity  primarily  serves  to  define  building  blocks,  so  ICOMshould be the modeling priority and not the activity.
a. Implementing a model that prioritizes "activity nature" wouldresult in a challenging and impractical abstract model, requir-ing significant effort, expertise, and advanced computerizedtools to effectively utilize.[114]

Despite  the  described  methodology,  the  intended  IDEF0 diagram was  notcreated. Instead, simplified flowcharts were employed as the main represen-tation scheme, see Figure 23, to capture the 3 types of relationships but with-out the ICOM. This is due to the fact that IDEF0 was discovered late in thetheory refining process, after the creation of the existing flowchart model,and time restrictions prevents translating it into IDEF0. The flowcharts werecreated in Microsoft Visio, which provides the necessary tools and hyperlinkfunctionality for easy navigation between process and subprocess. Despitethis, enough similarities between the main characteristics of an IDEF0 andthe flowchart were shared or can be extrapolated from the existing model toproceed to the KR section. Additionally, limited validation was done by theexpert advisor due to conflicting schedules. The thesis author deems the ab-sence of this step acceptable since it only requires an adequate level of accu-racy from the typical design process to create a proof-of-concept.

Figure 23. Snippet of a design activity decomposition in the informal model
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7 Knowledge Representation
7.1 Methodology
One of the main purposes of the thesis was to implement a proof-of-conceptproduct attending to the requirements and challenges explained in the pre-vious sections. The ES that can do reasoning over a KB was chosen as thesolution for this thesis. The knowledge in the ES can be represented in vari-ous ways and the representation choice would dictate how the system can bedeveloped. Generally, there are 3 types of representation: rule, frame, andsemantic network [208]
7.1.1 Types of Knowledge Representation
7.1.1.1 Rule
In  a  rule-based  ES,  knowledge  is  represented  through  a  collection  of  IF-THEN rules, with the system utilizing both domain knowledge and currentfacts to make decisions. The main advantage of this approach is its simplicityand self-documentation nature, as the rules are easily comprehensible with-out the need to translate. Consequently, it can be developed incrementally,allowing for quick prototyping and new rules are incorporated to enhanceperformance and efficiency. The transparency of rules also enables the trac-ing of rule sequences for reasoning explanations. However, there are certainlimitations related to scaling. A rule-based system is not efficient for real-time applications as the system often goes through exhaustive search of rules.They also lack hierarchical structure which hinders the understanding of log-ical interdependencies in a large set of rules. The last drawback of not onlyrule-based but also general ES is it lacks the ability to learn from experience,placing the responsibility on knowledge engineers to revise and maintain thesystem. [146]
7.1.1.2 Frame / Object-oriented
In the frame-based ES, a frame is a data structure that represents knowledgeabout a specific object or concept. By consolidating all the structural and be-havioral knowledge within a single object, frames effectively apply principlesfrom object-oriented programming to ES. Each frame consists of a name anda collection of attribute-value pairs, referred to as slots, which can be filledwith specific values, rules, or methods for acquiring slot values, or referencesto other frames. [209]
Object-oriented and frame-based models share a close relationship histori-cally and structurally [210]. Despite that, they are still distinct concepts andshould be separated. The most fundamental distinction is object-orientedembraced encapsulation as a fundamental requirement while frame lacks
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this property. Thus, the system can look for useful information by accessingframes at any level of a hierarchy [210]. In other words, frames are objectswithout encapsulation which are referred to as "object-relational” [211]. Ad-ditionally, frame representation emphasizes multiple inheritances to mirrorhuman conceptualizations. In contrast, many object-oriented  languages leantowards single inheritance to uphold encapsulation and modularity[212].
Frame-based KR offers several advantages over rule-based one [47], [209].Firstly, frames provide a richer representation, allowing for the modeling ofcomplex knowledge domains. Secondly, frames support default values for at-tributes, reducing redundancy and improving efficiency in specifying attrib-ute values for instances. Thirdly, frame-based systems can represent and rea-son about procedural knowledge, facilitating the execution of more complexbehaviors. Finally, frame-based representations allow for inheritance andsubsumption, enabling hierarchical organization and classification ofknowledge.
However, frame-based representation has its drawbacks too. As the KB growslarger and more interconnected, frame-based representations can becomeless scalable and more complex to manage. The rigid structure of frames mayalso limit their flexibility in representing diverse and evolving relationships.Furthermore, frame-based systems may lack robust built-in support for ad-vanced semantic reasoning and inference capabilities, which rules andknowledge graphs can provide. Finally, there are interoperability issues dueto their specific implementation and lack of standardized exchange formats.
7.1.1.3 Semantic Network
One of the most ancient and easily comprehensible methods for representingknowledge is the Semantic Net [47]. It employs a graphical framework to de-pict objects and their interrelationships. This approach is also referred to asontology, knowledge graph, or graph database, which is essentially a type ofgraph model [213]. Knowledge graph emphasizes storing data at both theclass and individual levels, represented using nodes and links. Nodes sym-bolize objects or concepts, while links represent the connections betweennodes. These links have directions and are labeled. The nodes that are con-nected to one another give the network its structure and defined its meaning[214].
Semantic networks possess significant advantages that make them a valuablemethod of KR [214]. Their flexibility allows for the integration of diverse datastructures and sources, accommodating evolving schemas and data overtime. The graphical nature of Semantic networks makes them intuitive andeasy to comprehend, aligning with human information processing.
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Moreover, their expressiveness surpasses rule-based formalisms, allowingproperties to be overridden and creating clusters of related elements.
Nevertheless, Semantic networks also come with limitations [214]. They donot have a standardized semantic or an agreed-upon notion of links andnodes, leading user's responsibility to interpret the definitions. Similarly,their flexibility can be a double-edged sword as it can have a wrong inher-itance of properties. For example: it’s correct to say Dumbo is an Elephant,Elephant is a Mammal, and so Dumbo is a Mammal. But it’s wrong to sayDumbo is an Elephant, Elephant can’t Fly, and so Dumbo can’t Fly. There-fore, it heavily relies on the creator's understanding of the meaning of linksto create the appropriate boundaries. Nevertheless, advanced ontology toolslike Protégé can address some of these issues.
7.1.2 Choice of Knowledge Representation
With a clear understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each repre-sentation type, we can choose one that is the best fit for the building blockconcept. Rule-based representation is considered inadequate for complex de-sign tasks due to several limitations [215]. While it is possible to formalizeknowledge in the form of rules, it becomes challenging when dealing with avast domain space and identifying all feasible rule combinations. The mainte-nance work, including creating a large number of rules for each design activ-ity or building block, understanding the interactions among rules, debuggingthem, and controlling their behavior, becomes increasingly difficult as the KBexpands. Moreover, much of the design knowledge is declarative, requiring ahierarchical composition of objects and attributes linked to them. Frame-based system or semantic network is more expressive to structure this typeof knowledge and can handle complex design scenarios [216].
That left us with frames and semantic networks, of which the distinction inthe literature tends is blurred [217]. This is because ontology constructionshares similarity in their fundamental task of classification and thus, involvethe concepts of classes, attributes, properties, objects, and individuals [218].In fact, it is a straightforward task to translate between semantic networksand frame-based representations, wherein nodes in the semantic networkcorrespond to objects in the frame system, links are represented as slots, andthe node at the other end of the link serves as the slot value [219]. Neverthe-less, there are still certain edges each system has over each other. Frame sys-tems are more commonly associated with structures that are complex andexhibit greater organization, such as the need for computable node labels ra-ther than assigned ones [218]. In contrast, in semantic networks, intricateclass hierarchy relations can be inferred based on the class definition itselfwhile frame systems require explicit assertion of subclass relations [220].
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Our primary objective is to develop an ES reusable KB that is flexible andadaptable to changes and updates based on context-specific requirements.The emphasis of our thesis so far has been on the relationships of design ac-tivities with building blocks and not the content of the activities themselves.The mentioned characteristics can be achieved with a knowledge graph,which offers significant advantages in three key areas: effective modeling ofdata with numerous relationships. flexible expansion of new data and datarelationships and real-time querying of data relationships [221]. Moreover,in recent years, knowledge graphs have emerged as highly efficient and effec-tive methods for integrating knowledge, making them particularly relevantin the construction domain, where they are regarded as advanced KM tech-nology [213]. Therefore, a semantic network or knowledge graph is the mostsuitable choice for our purposes.
7.1.3 Choice of Software Implementation
Currently, there are two primary approaches utilized in graph database solu-tions: RDF (Resource Description Framework) graphs and LPG (LabeledProperty Graph) graphs [222], represented by the most popular managementsystems: Protégé and Neo4j, respectively. RDF stores, also known as triplestores, possess two crucial characteristics. Firstly, RDF represents, stores,and queries data in the form of a graph. Secondly, they are semantic in na-ture, allowing for the storage of not only data but also explicit descriptions ofthe data's meaning. The explicit descriptions are what referred to a whole asontologies or a schema [223]. However, it is worth noting that LPG graphsoffer similar functionality to RDF. Both are languages for defining graphs andhave specific query languages tailored for themselves (Cypher and SPARQL).The primary distinction between property graphs and RDF lies in their abilityto incorporate attributes and relations on properties [224].
In the context of this thesis, the choice of representing the formal model withOWL (Web Ontology Language), which is based on RDF, and Protégé as thesystem of graph model creation was made for several reasons [224]. Firstly,it provides formal semantics, enabling automated reasoners to validate on-tology consistency and infer relationships. Secondly, it grants access to a vastarray of structured and freely available W3C-compliant (World Wide WebConsortium) knowledge graphs accessible on the Internet. Moreover, OWLand RDF leverage industry and technical vocabularies, providing standard-ized ontologies for diverse domains. In contrast, Neo4j lacks standardization,rendering it vendor-dependent, while the Semantic Web allows for seamlessintegration and migration across various vendors and open-source platformsadhering to W3C standards, ensuring the crucial flexibility needed to future-proof IT infrastructure. Furthermore, due to programming capabilities andtime constraints, the selected software must be complete in its functionality
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and still simple to use. Protégé as the most popular open-source ontology ed-itor outshines Neo4j in these points.
Implementation with Protégé requires 4 components to work effectively:

1. Knowledge base: This includes the translated informal model in theform of an ontology model with SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)rules. This is the most important component. More details in Section7.2
2. Ontology management tool: The open-source software Protégé 5.6.1was used in this thesis. It facilitates the editing KB through machine-understandable language and enables querying and retrieving results.Additionally, Protégé includes various plugins that enhance user ex-perience, including OntoGraf for graph visualization, SWRLTab forrule creation, and Snap SQWRL to query inferred knowledge.
3. Built-in reasoner: Pellet was chosen in this thesis. It plays a vital rolein reading rules, inferring implicit knowledge, and ensuring the valid-ity of the ontology model by identifying syntactic errors. Whenever theKB was modified, the Pellet was run to guarantee model consistencyand was ready for further modifications.
4. Query interface: this is used to interact with the KM system, e.g., find-ing building blocks that match chosen design activities. More detailsin Section 7.3.2

7.2 Ontology Model
The ontology model includes a bridge structure ontology and a bridge designprocess ontology. Each ontology model generally consists of 4 components:class, instance, relation, and axiom [225]:
Concept (also called classes) represents distinct sets of entities or categorieswithin the domain. For example: bridge technical terms such as”BridgeType”, ”Material”, ”Process”. There are two types of concepts:
Primitive concepts are defined as classes with properties that fulfill the nec-essary conditions. Fulfilling the necessary does not guarantee an entity’s as-sociation with a class. For instance: a bridge must be a structure with load-bearing capacity, but a load-bearing structure is not necessarily a bridge
Defined concepts are defined as classes with properties that fulfill both nec-essary and sufficient conditions. For example, a Girder Bridge must have atleast 1 girder is the necessary condition and not a sufficient condition becausea bridge having girders does not make it a girder bridge.
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Instance (also called individuals) represents specific objects of concepts. Forexample: “Kruunuvuorensilta” is an instance of class “Bridge”. The presenceof concepts forms an ontology and in conjunction with instances, ontologyforms a KB. Determining whether something qualifies as a concept or an in-stance can be challenging and often relies on the modeler’s sound judgments.
Relation represents the relationships or properties among concepts, in-stances, and between concepts and instances themselves. For example, therelation "hasIndividual" links the concept of "Bridge" to the specific instanceof "Kruunuvuorensilta". Similar to concepts, relations can be organized intotaxonomies, and they possess properties that provide additional informationabout the connections between concepts, which is elaborated further in Sec-tion 7.2.1.2. In OWL ontology, relationships and properties between conceptsare called object properties, while relationships and properties between in-stances are called datatype properties.
Axiom serves as “statement”, stating the facts and knowledge in the domain.Axiom imposes rules and constraints on classes, instances, and relations andis an integral part of concept and property construction. For example,"Kruunuvuorensilta" has datatype property "length", which must be a nu-merical value.
7.2.1 Ontology Construction Methodology
7.2.1.1 Concepts
In the field of product modeling exists the concepts of generic product defi-nition (product with unassigned property values), specific product definition(product variation with assigned property values), and occurrence definition(a specific product with location) [226]. This example provides a clearer lookinto the class-subclass-instance relationships that form the foundation of anydomain KR. A class represents a general category, a subclass specified thatcategory with some additional properties, and instances embody specific en-tities within those categories. It is essential for the properties of instances toalign with the definitions of their respective classes. The creation of the classhierarchy is use case-specific, taking into account the complexity and scale ofthe application case, and should be undertaken during knowledge implemen-tation or validation[85]. Despite being the foundation of any domainknowledge, designing a class hierarchy is less of a science and more of an art.
According to [227], determining whether a concept should be classified as aclass or an individual instance within an ontology depends on the design in-tention. The boundary between classes and individual instances is estab-lished by identifying the lowest level of granularity in the representation,which is determined by the ontology's potential application. In other words,what specific items are to be represented in the KB? When considering the
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concept of a building block, the focus is in the design knowledge of differentstructural bridge types rather than a specific instance from a project. There-fore, the instances should focus on representing reusable knowledge applica-ble to various projects, rather than project-specific instances like for exam-ple, Deck geometry creation script of Kruunuvuorensilta. Another consider-ation, at least in Protégé, is that class and instance can only have subsump-tion relations to their own kind. For that reason, instance choice in the prod-uct model will have an impact on the instance choice in the process model.Despite that, there might be a case for including project-specific instances torepresent building blocks under development, which are not ready for gen-eral use. It is unclear how this scenario fits within the building block conceptwithout transforming the KB into a project archive. Hence, this aspect will beexcluded from the thesis. The complete hierarchy of the proof-of-concept andthe final choices are shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Snippet of class and property hierarchy in the proof-of-concept
7.2.1.2 Relations
In Protégé, properties play a crucial role in establishing connections betweenclasses and their attributes, creating subject-property-object triples. Thereare three distinct types of properties: object, datatype, and annotation prop-erties.

· Object properties serve as semantic relations between classes, such asthe “createPart” relation connecting a design process and a bridgepart.
· Datatype properties represent quantitative or qualitative attributes ofclasses. For example, the instances of class “BuildingBlock”  has a
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“Registration_date” property that shows the date the building blockwas registered to the KB.
· Annotation properties are used to provide explanations for entitiesand properties, ensuring readability. It also has the potential to be as-signed as attributes to other properties [85].

Complex properties can be organized in a hierarchical structure, with prop-erty and sub-property. This hierarchical arrangement helps to further cate-gorize and define the relationships between properties within the ontology.For example: “hasBeforeActivity” and “hasNextActivity” are sub-propertiesof “hasSequentialActivity”. It is noted that the naming convention of bothproperties and classes is not well-established. Detail on possible naming con-ventions in ontology construction can be found here [222]. In this thesis,camel case was used due to its popularity in other ontology models.
Facets are a type of axiom used to enhance property in many aspects, encom-passing cardinality restriction, characteristic settings, and domain and rangerestrictions.

· Cardinality restriction establishes the number of values a property canhave; for example, the property “Registration_date” possesses a singlecardinality due to building block versions can be registered only thefirst time.
· Characteristics indicate different behavior of properties such as func-tional, inverse, transitive, symmetric/ asymmetric, and reflexive/ ir-reflexive. Further information can be found here [228].
· Domain and range restrict the datatypes or classes of the subject andobject in a property triple. For instance, the domain of “createPart” is”Process” and the range is ”BridgePart”. Properties and facets are de-fined at the class level, and instances of the class inherit these settingsto determine their attributes and behaviors.

As with class hierarchy choice, determining whether to categorize data as aproperty or concept presents a challenging decision. Data modeling is bothart and science, lacking definitive right or wrong answers, but rather focusingon what suits the specific use case effectively [229]. As [227] put it simply,within a domain, if an object holds significance distinction and the distinctvalues make us regard the objects as different types, it makes sense to createa new class for that distinction. For example: a bridge supported by a pylonand cables is regarded as a different type of bridge from one with only girders.Therefore, there are subclasses of bridge types in the product model. A morespecific sign to help with the decision is if a property value of a concept affectsthe property values in other classes, it is preferable to establish a new class
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for that property value. Otherwise, the value can remain a property. Finally,the best solution is to ask if the instances of a particular class change often.If the answer is yes, the class should turn into a property.
With the previous discussion in mind, a summary of data modeling is given[229]:

· Class excels  when dealing with variables that  have a low number ofoptions (cardinality) and overlapping categories (multi-inheritance).It often serves as a means of partitioning a graph into sections.
· Properties can accommodate high-cardinality variables or when vari-ables change quickly. However, property is a less optimal choice whenthe values are frequently checked for overlap with other objects.
· Instances come into play when searching for objects with a sharedproperty value or when handling high-cardinality situations. Addi-tionally, instances are required to capture additional metadata aboutthe object. Ideally, instances should have a significantly lower numberof connections to other entities. Otherwise, it should be a class.

7.2.1.3 Datatype Properties
As mentioned above, datatype properties were assigned to instances only. Inthis thesis, it was used to model metadata of the building block (ICOM).  Thelist of datatype properties for ICOM can be seen in Figure 24. Name and De-scription were not declared since they are represented by the name of in-stances in Protégé or can be assigned through the annotation property fea-ture. The rest are fundamental metadata commonly found in any KB withself-describing and required no further explanation. These parameters servethe purpose of identifying, locating, and describing a specific building block.It is important to note that the author does not believe this is a complete listof required metadata, but simply a starting point for future development.
7.2.2 Product and Process Model
The bridge structure ontology model (product model) has been constructedto support the process model and thus, it only has the minimum level of detailrequired for its supporting role in creating the proof of concept. The classesof this model include: BridgeType, BridgePart, and Material. Each class pre-sents a different perspective on the design product.
BridgeType is divided into different bridge type subclasses such as girderbridge or cantilever bridge, see Figure 25. In the figure, the arrow directionsindicate relationships, e.g. Blue arrow points from BridgePart to GirderBr,meaning BridgePart has subclass GirderBr. Specific bridge projects can beadded as instances of BridgeType and its subclasses. BridgeType is connected
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to BridgePart by property hasPart to show that a bridge is comprised of mul-tiple structural elements. It is divided into 3 subclasses:  Superstructure, Sub-structure, and SecondarySystem. As a result of the class hierarchy strategyabove, the structural elements within the BridgePart are treated as instancesrather than subclasses Structural element instances were classified accordingto the 3 subclasses. The BridgeType class has been given a necessary condi-tion of hasPart at least 1 Superstructure and Substructure. Finally, Materialis  connected  to  both  BridgeType  and  BridgePart  by  property  hasMaterial.This class represents the main materials associated with certain a certainbridge or bridge part. It has no subclass as the materials are instances of theMaterial class.

Figure 25. Snippet of the product model.
The  process  model  consists  of  activities  from  the  informal  model  and  thebuilding block associated with those activities. Classes of this model include:“Process” and “BuildingBlockICOM”. All activities are treated as instances ofthe class “Process” rather than being grouped into subclasses. This is becauseit is difficult to definitively distinguish which processes should be classifiedas classes and which as instances. For example, we cannot describe "Load-Calculation” as a class for instance "WindLoadCalculation". Although the re-lationship may resemble a hierarchy, it does not imply the "is a" relationship,which can be defined by applying the phrase “is a” between two entities (e.g.,Girder Bridge is a Bridge), in class-subclass connections but rather a "partof" or "comprise of" relationship. In another example, the “FoundationDe-sign” is thought to be the class for “PileFoundationDesign”, “SpreadFooting-Design” and “WellFoundationDesign” due to meeting the requirement of a“is a” relationship and is related by substitution. However, turning “Founda-tionDesign” into a class will restrict it to only have relationships with other
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classes, since no other relationship besides “is a” can be made between a classand an instance.  Besides, turning “FoundationDesign” into a class seems ar-bitrary when comparing it to other activities.
Similar to the product model, various object properties were used to repre-sent the 5 relationships: Dependency, Hierarchy, Substitution, Productmodel relation, and BuildingBlockICOM relation. An overview can be seen inFigure 26

Figure 26. Snippet of the process model. Some properties have sub-proper-ties.
· Dependency: The assignment of precedence or succession relation-ships between activities is crucial. These relationships are definedmainly with “hasNextActivity” and “hasBeforeActivity”. The latter isan inverse property of the former. Both are irreflexive (an activity can-not follow by itself) and asymmetric (an activity cannot follow andprecede the same activity). These properties are sub-property of“hasFollowActivity” (connecting all activities that come after the cur-rent one) and “hasPrecedeActivity” (connecting all activities that comebefore the current one), respectively. Both are in turn sub-property of“hasSequenceActivity”, connecting all activities that are part of a se-quence on the same level of hierarchy.  All properties of parent activi-ties are transitive, inheriting all relations of their sub-properties.
· Hierarchy: Any process can be decomposed into subprocesses andtasks. This relationship is defined by “hasChildActivity”, which has ir-reflexive and asymmetric characteristics. A parent activity aggregates
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all constraints, mechanisms, and boundary inputs and outputs of itschildren. It has the transitive properties “hasSubActivity” and “hasSu-perActivity” as the parent property. These properties give the positionof activity in a hierarchy, showing the all ancestors and descendantsof an activity. Finally, both are sub-properties of “hasHierarchyActiv-ity”, which is transitive as well to display all the activities in the hier-archy branch.
· Substitution: “hasVariant” property states that an activity may haveother activities as variants. This property is symmetric (A has variantB also means B has variant A) and irreflexive. The variant of activitiesmust have the same inputs and outputs requirements from the firstvariant’s definition and therefore, can be inherited. Properties of De-pendency, Hierarchy, and Substitution relationships share the sameclass “Process” for domain and range, see Figure 26.
· BuildingBlockICOM relation: ICOM is represented by the properties“hasInput”, “hasOutput”,  “hasMechanism”,  “hasConstraint” andthose properties have parent property “hasICOM”, see Figure 24.These are the most important properties since they connect the designactivities with the information requirements and affect other relation-ships as well. For example, a shared ICOM makes the activities relatedto it depend on each other. This is shown in Figure 27.
· Product model relation: The property “createPart” indicates whichstructural bridge element is designed by the process.

The aforementioned attributes and characteristics can be declared explicitlyas axioms of the object properties or inferred dynamically from the modelstructure or SWRL rules.

Figure 27. Adapting ICOM and activity relationship for Knowledge Graph rep-resentation. Adapted: [230]
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7.3 Process Assembling
7.3.1 Inferencing
One of the key features of Protégé is the ability to use reasoner for two mainpurposes: consistency checking and new knowledge inference. According to[228], in consistency checking, the reasoner identifies the appropriate place-ment of concepts within definitions, based on provided statements aboutclasses and properties. This ensures the overall coherence and compatibilityof statements and definitions within the ontology. Thus, the reasoner helpsin maintaining the class hierarchy, especially in scenarios involving multi-inheritance. Moreover, the reasoner can deduce additional information.While we can manually assert all property combinations representing the re-lationships in the informal model ourselves, this approach is time-consum-ing and inefficient. By leveraging the power of the reasoner, we can automat-ically infer the missing combinations. For instance, if two properties are in-verses, the user only needs to assert one value, and the reasoner will auto-matically infer the inverse value.
However, reasoning with OWL is limited to structural inference, such as sub-sumption and identity [231]. The informal requires other relationships suchas dependency, substitution, etc. which require more advanced deductivereasoning capabilities. To address this, SWRL rules were used to express andinfer more dynamic and intricate KRs that cannot be adequately representedusing the syntax of OWL. [232] identifies five key scenarios where rules canbe effectively utilized, 2 of which are implemented in this KB:

· Standard rules for chaining ontology properties, facilitating the trans-fer of properties from parts to wholes. For example: Act1 has outputBlock1, Block1 is input of Act2-> Act1 has next activity Act2
· Meta-rules for supporting ontology engineering tasks such as acquisi-tion, validation, and maintenance. For example: Act2 has ICOMblock1-2-3-4, Act1 has parent of Act2-> Act1 has ICOM block1-2-3-4inherited from Act2

In Protégé, the built-in SWRLTab provides a convenient interface for editingand  saving  various  SWRL  rules.  The  ontology  and  SWRL  rules  definedthrough Protégé and SWRLTab are stored in a KB. The full rule list for theproof-of-concept  can  be  seen  in  Figure  28.  The  rule  reasoner  executes  theSWRL rules in the order in the ruleset and generates new facts within theontology management system. These rules can be repeatedly applied to allinstances or executed to generate new facts.
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Figure 28. Interface of SWRLTab with created rules in the knowledge base
7.3.2 Query and Workflow Vision
SQWRL (Semantic Query-enhanced Web Rule Language; pronounced squir-rel) is an extension that integrates queries within SWRL rules, allowing forsimultaneous  reasoning  and  querying  [233].  While  SWRL  and  SQWRLdemonstrate efficiency in inferring and searching for information in an on-tology,  they  have  certain  limitations  inherent  to  the  RDF/OWL syntax.  Asstated by [228], OWL and SWRL feature the Open World Assumption (OWA)and the monotonic reasoning, which can be frustrating for new users. On onehand, OWA assumes the absence of information does not imply that a state-ment is  false and thus,  everything can be true unless a negative statementwas declared explicitly (close the open world). A related consequence of OWAis it does not have the Unique Name Assumption, meaning the reasoner mayinfer that different names refer to the same individual. On the other hand,monotonic reasoning can only do inferences based on existing facts and add-ing new facts during the reason cannot change the conclusion. Also, new in-formation can only be added to existing knowledge without altering or re-tracting previously derived conclusions. Particularly, negation and countingare not supported, limiting many functions usually seen in normal program-ming. Additionally, updating the attributes of entities dynamically usingnewly inferred information can lead to infinite loops.
To address these problems, we employ SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol And RdfQuery Language) as our query solution. SPARQL is a powerful tool for ex-tracting information from the network and inferring new knowledge. It iscurrently  the  most  widely  accepted  standard  for  querying  RDF  and  OWLdata. It allows us to formulate queries by matching patterns in the graph andbinding variables as solutions are found [233]. It is better than SQWRL since
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SPARQL is not constrained by monotonic reasoning or the OWA. It grants usthe ability to perform non-monotonic reasoning and make use of the moreprevalent Closed World Assumption. For instance, query all processes havingno building blocks.
Protégé offers built-in SPARQL Query functionality but can only performqueries using the asserted axioms and not an inferred one. The inferredknowledge  must  be  exported  into  and  new  ontology  and  be  queried  fromthere.  To  allow quick  testing,  the  plugin  Snap-SPARQL was  used  to  allowquerying directly with the inferred results, see Figure 29. The full queries canbe found in the Appendix. However, it is not a replacement for the normalSPARQL Query since Snap-SPARQL is not built to the latest SPARQL 1.1 ver-sion and thus, it is limited in some functions such as aggregation formula orsubquery [234].

Figure 29. Snap-SPAQRL query result showing all processes and its build-ing blocks, filtered by design parts
This  is  the  end  of  the  proof-of-concept  implementation.  The  previous  fea-tures were built with a software usage flow in mind: To create new buildingblocks, firstly, the user creates a new design process at any level of hierarchyor adds variations to existing processes. Dependency links are then attachedto these processes in the KB. The newly created process requires assigningbuilding blocks, which can be either newly added by the user or existing onesin the KB, to its ICOM. These building blocks in the KB only serve as links tothe real file in separate file storage. These building blocks possess their ownmetadata that gives information that cannot be described using ontology re-lationships.
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To extract  building  blocks,  the  user  performs  a  design  process  assemblingwith the query interface. The querying process starts with a selection screenwhere the user makes decisions related to the design project, such as materialchoice and the type of bridge to be designed. The software provides sugges-tions for possible design choices, which the user verifies. A process map isdisplayed, illustrating the assembly of the design process as the user makesdecisions, providing a contextual understanding of how each decision im-pacts the overall design and guiding the user through a sequence of decisionsteps. The tree-based heuristic decision method forms the basis for subse-quent pruning of decisions, with information from previous steps influencingthe decision-making process. User decisions lead to the omission of certainactivities, such as removing options for foundation design, adding activitiesspecific to the chosen design systems, or reproduction of activities when mul-tiple systems similar to an existing bridge are incorporated. Lastly, the con-figured design process undergoes a review before the associated buildingblock is extracted.
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8 Conclusion and future works
In this thesis, the building blocks concept was grounded in the KM field. Fun-damental theories of structural design and KM were established to under-stand  the  nature  of  the  building  blocks.  Building  blocks  embody  theknowledge contained inside complex structural design processes, brokendown into simpler, more manageable units, allowing for easier understand-ing, organization, and reusing of knowledge. The building block is repre-sented in the form of digital files and documents contained within contextualdesign process, giving it connectivity to other building blocks. The method ofimplementation would greatly influence the effectiveness of reusing buildingblocks. A KB system built on ontology model technology was chosen as themethod of implementation. The proof-of-concept was built to accommodatemany factors; such as knowledge’s granularity, abstraction, modularity, andrepository’s scalability, flexibility and retrievability; all of which determinethe reusability of the building blocks. Ultimately, the ontological solutionpresented here provides a solid foundation for the future development of thebuilding block concept.
Despite that, the building block ontology has not been completed and thereis still a lot of work required to develop the proof-of-concept into a completeproduct. Additionally, throughout the course of this thesis, several areas ofinterest emerged, warranting further exploration. These recommendationsare closely aligned with the building block’s objectives and methodology em-ployed. It is advised to conduct further research in the following areas:
The building block KB needs to be populated with more design processes anddesign files. If possible, a proper knowledge-gathering effort of the buildingblock files and their associated design process should be done to have a clearunderstanding of the entire design workflow. The number of processes re-quired is not known but it is certainly a massive scale. For example, in an-other ontology for building design, there are 150 diagrams, 600 design tasks,and 4,000 information requirements [180]. At the moment, only design pro-cesses and information of detailed design were considered. It is unknownhow difficult it is for those of conceptual design to be represented in the cur-rent ontological model. Future work can look into this matter and use [215],[235]  as  references.  Since  creating  a  system like  this  means  attempting  tostandardize unstructured knowledge, many choices have to be made regard-ing the balance between maximizing reusability, flexibility, and retaining thespecificity of user choice. This is an ongoing task and hopefully, as more con-tent is added to the KB, a clearer view of the abstraction level can be found.
Another important aspect of ontology modeling is the relationships andproperties of populated information requirements and design processes needto be established to provide context. More contextual information should be
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added since a bridge and its building block can be categorized in many ways:bridge size, bridge type, bridge location, primary material, structural system,construction methodology, activity types, etc. [102]. The data needed for re-lationships and properties often requires analyzing textual building docu-mentation, such as structural bridge records [236]. These records contain vi-tal information about materials used, location, structural health, modifica-tions, and administrative details. However, this is not an easy task due to thesemi-structured nature of the documents and the limitations of traditionalprogramming approaches not guaranteeing effective extraction for futureversions of the document structure. It would either require a lot of manualwork or use machine learning for automatic data extraction.
The wicked relationship will be a special concern in modeling, inferencing,and querying. It should be a priority to look into the methods to reduce theinterrelationship  between  design  clusters.  It  could  be  done  by  making  im-portant assumptions to tear the dependency between clusters, but that wouldrequire for user to give inputs at many steps of the design workflow. Perhapsfuzzy logic, which handles incomplete information, might be beneficial topredict the design values and reduce the number of inputs needed by users.
The building block retrieval system requires interfaces that can measure therelevance of files to the user with different knowledge needs. The CoMemproject [136] should be used as a reference. The project focused on reusingdesign content from archives of CAD building models, with the measure ofrelevance to the designer's current task indicates by color. Projects, disciplinesubsystems, and individual components are represented as rectangles nestedwithin each other [135]. It has two user interfaces: The Project Context Ex-plorer helps users explore project context, while the Evolution History Ex-plorer allows for version history exploration. A combined method of standardinformation retrieval techniques (through text and semantics) and enhancerelevance measurement (by considering contextual building model ele-ments) were employed to measure relevance. The study revealed that evenwith sparse texts in building models, good retrieval results were achievable.
Progress of the design process might be possible to measure through designtask interdependencies level since it decreases as the design process movescloser to completion. Design tasks become simpler and more linear. This pro-gress tracking and the completed ontology should be tested thoroughly in avalidation check, a compulsory step in ontology building that was skippeddue to resource limitations.
To expedite development, a combination of informal and formal models is awanted feature. For example, [237] eliminates the need for manual transla-tion of the completed formal model into a specific KBE language by a soft-ware engineer. Instead, BPMN and DMN were used to enable the
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visualization of process sequences in the informal model and directly developthe formal model. This approach facilitates seamless progress during the de-velopment of the formal model and subsequent KBE application, as it elimi-nates the need for constant switching between different presentation for-mats.
AI is likely an area that needs to be explored since it has many complemen-tary aspects to the semantic network. First of all, the machine learning andCBR methods that were mentioned in Section 3.3.5. The author sees someintegration possibilities between semantic network and neural network.Other useful AI applications are semantic search-based KM system, whichaims to process fragmented and diverse design documentation in order tocreate a structured KB [92], and granularity computation, a significant areaof research in artificial intelligence, plays a crucial role in various domainssuch as knowledge discovery, image compression, and semantic Web services[238].
There is a big concern over the entire building block concept that future re-searchers need to have in mind. The tools are there, but integrating and uti-lizing them might be more costly than the resources available to the CODAteam. There is simply too much work in collecting and modifying the infor-mation required for each tool for one development team to handle. There-fore, the developing goals should be geared towards creating a communityplatform, moving the responsibility of populating the building blocks to theusers. The job of the developer should be providing the framework that thebuilding block is based on while the development and maintenance of build-ing blocks are done by the users as bridge projects progress.  Therefore, it isvery important for the developing product to emphasize and encourage usercontributions.
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Appendix A: SPAQRL Query
#Get all blocks in the ontology, group by block names, and show all theprocesses of each block
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX proc: <urn:webprotege:ontology:25418ca8-24cf-4a1c-91f8-d78be63bbd6f#>

SELECT ?block (COUNT(?process) AS ?total) (GROUP_CON-CAT(REPLACE(STR(?process), "urn:webprotege:ontol-ogy:25418ca8-24cf-4a1c-91f8-d78be63bbd6f#", ""); SEPARA-TOR=", ") AS ?names)
WHERE {

?process proc:hasICOM ?block.
}
GROUP BY ?block
ORDER BY ?block
#Get all processes, order by next activity position (by counting previ-ous activities),  filter all the children activities (only take parents)
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX proc: <urn:webprotege:ontology:25418ca8-24cf-4a1c-91f8-d78be63bbd6f#>

SELECT ?process (COUNT(?Prprocess) AS ?co) (GROUP_CON-CAT(REPLACE(STR(?Prprocess),
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"urn:webprotege:ontology:25418ca8-24cf-4a1c-91f8-d78be63bbd6f#", ""); SEPARATOR=", ") AS ?names)
WHERE {?process a proc:Process
Optional{ ?process proc:hasPreviousActivity ?Prprocess. }

Optional{ ?process proc:isChildActivityOf ?childActivity.}

FILTER (!bound(?childActivity))
}
GROUP BY ?process
ORDER BY ?co
#Get all processes, get variantactivity of chose activity that created thewanted part,  filter the variants that’s not the chosen
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX proc: <urn:webprotege:ontology:25418ca8-24cf-4a1c-91f8-d78be63bbd6f#>

SELECT ?process ?c
WHERE {

?process rdf:type proc:Process
  optional {?select proc:createPart proc:Pile }
optional{?select proc:hasVariantActivity ?c}
MINUS {

?process proc:hasVariantActivity ?select .
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}
}
#Combine the last 2 queries
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX proc: <urn:webprotege:ontology:25418ca8-24cf-4a1c-91f8-d78be63bbd6f#>

SELECT distinct ?process (COUNT(?Prprocess) AS ?co)
WHERE {

?process rdf:type proc:Process
Optional{ ?process proc:hasPreviousActivity ?Prprocess. }
Optional{ ?process proc:isChildActivityOf ?childActivity.}

FILTER (!bound(?childActivity))
  optional {?select proc:createPart proc:Pile }
optional{?select proc:hasVariantActivity ?c}

MINUS {
?process proc:hasVariantActivity ?select .

}
  optional {?select1 proc:createPart proc:Bearing }
optional{?select1 proc:hasVariantActivity ?c1}
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MINUS {
?process proc:hasVariantActivity ?select1 .

}

}
GROUP BY ?process
ORDER BY ?co

#add block name
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX proc: <urn:webprotege:ontology:25418ca8-24cf-4a1c-91f8-d78be63bbd6f#>

SELECT distinct ?process (COUNT(?Prprocess) AS ?co)(GROUP_CONCAT(REPLACE(STR(?block), "urn:webprotege:ontol-ogy:25418ca8-24cf-4a1c-91f8-d78be63bbd6f#", ""); SEPARA-TOR=", ") AS ?names)
WHERE {

?process rdf:type proc:Process
Optional{ ?process proc:hasPreviousActivity ?Prprocess. }
Optional{ ?process proc:isChildActivityOf ?childActivity.}
Optional{ ?process proc:hasICOM ?block.}
FILTER (!bound(?childActivity))
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  optional {?select proc:createPart proc:Pile }
optional{?select proc:hasVariantActivity ?c}

MINUS {
?process proc:hasVariantActivity ?select .

}
  optional {?select1 proc:createPart proc:Bearing }
optional{?select1 proc:hasVariantActivity ?c1}

MINUS {
 ?process proc:hasVariantActivity ?select1 .

 }

}
GROUP BY ?process
ORDER BY ?co


